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Gottfried Resigns
Plans To Return To University of Arizona
After Two Years And OVC Title- With Racers

02 — 'Johnny Concho'

By GENE N1cCUTCHEON
and DAV ID H1BBITTS
Mike Gottfried, -who as- head- coach
led the Murray State Racer football
squad to the NCAA Division I-AA
playoffs last season, has informed
university officials that he plans to
resign.
Gottfried, whose Racer teams compiled a two-season record of 13-9-1 (9-2-1
for - 1979, informed MSU's vicepresident for university services, Marshall Gordon, late Friday afternoon
thathe planstoTeturn to the UruveisLty
of Arizona as offensive coordinator, the
position he held before coming to Murray State in December of 1977.
"It was the most difficult decision in
my life," Gottfried said last night. "I
have been dealing with it for 11-to-12
days.
"It was a very emotional decision for
me. I have been confused all week."
Gordon said that he was in a state of
shock after being informed of Gottfried's decision.
'I talked to him Friday afternoon,"
Gordon said. "He indicated to me his
decision then. I tried to persuade him to
stay, but he felt at this time, it was the
best decision for him.
"Of course. I had the opposite view,
but I honored his choice," Gordon said.
"I think it was a career choice: clearly,
he felt he made the right choice.
"It came as quite a shock to me. He is
a very close personal friend.
"It f spring practice i will be on us
. real quick:* Gordon said. •'We have to
move as fast as we can."
Murray State Sports Information

Director Doug Vance was also stunned
by Coach Gottfried's decision.
•'It's-a-losalos me," Vance said."We
were very close friends. He was the
first coach I ever had to work with (at
Murray 1.
"He was one of the primary people
responsible in attracting me here. He
helped recruit me. He is a super individual. He will be successful
wherever he goes.
"I hope his decision is accepted by
the people in Murray as the best move
for him. Tony Mason (Arizona head
football coach ) is very fortunate to
have him on his staff."
Gottfried said he was first contacted
,by Mason about the job over a week
ago. At first, Gottfrieitsaid he was not
seriously considering the offer.
"The Wednesday before I told him I
wasn't interested," Gottfried said.
"Sunday night, I told him I was considering it and Monday night I talked to
him again.
"He has always tried to get me back.
I felt this was the time when I could
help him.
"They have a difficult schedule next
year, with Notre Dame, Southern
California and UCLA at home. Qffensively, I am going to try to get them going, pull off an upset or two and get
them on solid footing."
Gottfried added that Mason improved
his offer each time the two talked about
the position.
"He has been on me a lot about his
decision and stayed on me," Gottfried
said. "I just felt it was something I really wanted to attempt.

GUEST SPEAKER — Bob Brown, minister of the Trinity
Baptist Church in
Lexington, was the speaker friday night at the
20th 'annual Adult and
Young farmer Classes banquet held at the Callow
ay County High School
cafeteria. The classes are held at the Murray-Callow
ay County Vocational
School. A native of Burlington and a graduate of
Georgetown College and
the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Brown
spoke on suggestions in
finding happiness in life. The dinner was sponso
red by the Hutson
Agricultural Service and the Ellis Popcorn Co.

Ginger To Speak At
First Of Sparks Series

••

Dr. Lyman Ginger, former Kentucky
superintendent of public instruction,
will be in Murray Tuesday to participate in the inaugu'ral program of the
Harry M.Sparks DistinguiShed Lecture
Series in Educational Administration at
Murray State University. ,
Ginger, currently executive director
of Governor's Task Force on Welfare
Reform for the state of Kentucky will
inaugurate the series with a tribute to
Sparks, who served six years as
Murray State's fifth president_Auld
himself a former state superintendent
of public instruction.
Dr. Ernest L. Boyer, former U.S.
commissioner of education and
presently president of 'the Carnegie
Foundation for the Enhancement of
Teaching, will be the series' initial
spastic& at the —Ina
7_ beginning at 7:30 p•rn, the Student
Center Auditorium.
A reception will follow in the Student
a. Center lobby, and the program is
free
and open to the public.

Dr. S. M. Matarazzo, a professor of
educational administration at the
university and the faculty representative on the board of regents, will
preside at the meeting.
The Invocation will be given by Dr.
James A. Fisher, former minister at
the First United Methodist Church in
Murray and now a resident of Memphis, Tem.
Boyer, who will be speaking on
"Education — What Is It Worth?" will
be introduced by Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, president of the university.
As U.S. commissioner of education,
Boyer emphasized the centrality of
language and administered a $12 billion
federal agency.
From 1970 to 1977, he was chancellor
of the State University of New York
(SUNY), the largest university in the
-world with_ 64.institutions and more
than 350,009 students.
The lecture series was established by
the Murray board of regents in honor-44N
Sparks'43 years of service to Kentucky '
education.

"It was one job in which I could be
help. I had every intention to stay an
win thenational-ehanipienship.
"What makes it tough are the grea;
kids and the coaches in the (Racer) pro
gram," Gottfried said. '.`The progran.
is about as solid as it's ever been.
"That played a part in my decisioi
because I know I have accomplisheo
my goal — we had the most successful
record ever."
At his first press conference after accepting the Murray post,Gottfried set a
long-range goal of winning the OVC
.championship, which was accomplished in only two seasons, and a national
championship. The Racers came closer
thaa.ever to the national championship
last season before being defeated by
Lehigh University in the semifinals of
the division playoffs. Eastern Kentucky, the OVC's second-place finisher
last season, subsequently defeated
Lehigh for the national crown.
"I hope they will name somebody on
the coaching staff (for the new head
coaching jobi so they won't waste any
time."
Murray State's spring practice is
scheduled to begin a week from today.
Gottfried, a native of Crestline, Ohio,

held the offensive coordinator post
under Mason at the University of
Aciaona-for one season prior to coming
to Murray. Previously he had coached
offensive backs at the University of Cincinnati, was offensive coordniator at
Youngstown Ohioi State for two years,
and a defensive secondary coach at
Morehead State, where he was a
quarterback as a collegian.
Named "Citizen of the Year" for 1979
by the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, Gottfried led
the Racers to their first Ohio Valley
Conference football championship
since 1951 and to the semi-finals of the
division I-AA national championship
playoffs.
The Racers were ranked second in
the nation in the final I-AA poll of the
1979 football season.
Gottfried has two years of a four-year
contract with Murray State remaining.
The Murray State Board of Regents,
meeting today in Hopkinsville, is expected to release him from the remainder of the contract according to
sources close to the university.
It is not known what, if any, action the
board might take today toward naming
a full-time or interint head coach for the
Racer football squad.

Reagan's Success Against
Democrats Questioned
By GEDRGE ESPER
And the respect that we once had
Associated Press Writer
abroad has been diminished. That is goWith the presidential primaries in
ing to be in focus in the fall."
New York and Connecticut only three
Rush said that an address he plans at.
days away, Republican caneudaies
'ale University Moridity -- the day
George Bush and John Anderson
before the New York and Connecticut
disagree on whether frontrunner
primaries — will be "kind of a vision
Ronald Reagan could beat the
where this country' should-be."
Democratic candidate in next
-It ought to have less inflation and
November's election.
ought to have peace through strength,"
Bush told a reporter Friday night
Bush said.
after a long day of campaigning in ConBush expressed confidence that he
necticut that he believes that any
can. carry Connecticut and said that if
Republican candidate, including
he wins,"This nomination is wide open.
Reagan,could win. Bush pledged that if
I am not discouraged. I am determinhe's not nominated, he will support the
ed."
Republican candidate, whoever he may
At stake in Tuesday's primaries are
be.
35 Republican delegates in Connecticut
Anderson, also campaigning in Conand 123 in New York. Thus far, Reagan
necticut, took the opposite view, saying . has 209 Republ
ican convention
Reagan is incapable of defeating the
delegates while Bush has 47 and AnderDemocratic nominee.
son 39.
Anderson also again declined to
Anderson campaigned for a half-day
pledge support for Reagan, saying tht
in Connecticut Friday. then flew to
question of party, loyalty dates-to -1976
Wiseonsin, which holds its primary'
when Reagan refused to campaign ft r
'April 1. Anderson has acknowledged he
Gerald Ford.
did not spend enough time or money in
In brief remarks to more than 300
Connecticut.
persons at a reception in Southbury.
His best chance for his first electoral
Conn., Bush sharpened his attacks on
triumph appears to be Wisconsin,
President Carter,saying:
where crossover voting by Democrats
"This man is vulnerable because he's
and independents is permitted.
failed. He has quadrupled inflation.
Anderson said he is convinced
He's got interest rates so high people
Reagan "is not electable in
are just up in arms they're so furious'
November." He said Reagan's views on
the economy and foreign policy' are outmoded and outdated.
Reagan has been resting at his
Pacific Palisades home in California.

County School Board
Sets Monday Meeting

MURRAY STATE head football coach Mike Gottfri
ed, shown here in action on the sidelines, has announced plans
to resign in order to return to
the University of Arizona as offensive coordinator.

Iranians Elusive On
Hostages' Release
By The Associated Press
The American hostages in Tehran
were ending their 20th week in cwptivity today with prospects for their release
apparently as elusive as ever.
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini did not
mention them or their captors in his
Persian New Year speech denouncing
the superpowers and domestic
troublemakers.
The Iranian revolutionary leader
assailed Marxists, strikers, army
troublemakers, the Soviet Union and
the United States in his speech Friday.
He also echoed a statement by Presi'dent AbolhaSsan Bani-Sadr that "order
and security" musrbe restored in Iran.
tiani-Sadr repeated his denunciation
of the 'Soviet military intervention in
Afghanistan. He also disclosed that last
month he proposed to Moscow that a
five-nation commission be set up to investigate the Afghan situation, but that
the Kremlin rejected the idea
Meanwhile, officials of several
Western Eurcqkan governments confirmed that the ambassadors of the nine
Common Market nations in Tehran
have stepped up secret consultations on
ways to pressure Iran into freeing the
50 Americans held at the occupied U.S.
Embassy.
The officials would give no details on

what was being considered. But the
French said a possible break in
diplomatic retations with Iran was being contemplated.
The Times of London reported today
that while cutting diplomatic ties was
believed one of the options under consideration, -there is no question of an
open break at this stage."
Khomeini has said the hostages' fate
will be decided by the new Iranian
Parliament. But the two-stage balloting
to elect its 270 members is not expecttd
to be completed until mid-April, and the
Parliament is not expected to take up
the hostage question until mid-May or
later.
Deposed Shah Mohammad 'Reza.
Pahlavi is in Panama, where he is
understood to be facing surgery for an
enlarged and possibly cancerous
spleen. It was learned Friday' that
White House chief of staff Hamilton
Jordan was in Panama trying to break
a deadlock that has delayed the
surgery.
An ABC News report Friday night
suggested that 'the deadlock had been
broken. Network correspondent Barbara Walters quoted sources saying the
shah would undergo "extremely
delicate"surgery- in Panama sometime
in the next tieo weeks.

Free Consumer Education Class
For Senior Citizens To Be Offered—
A free consumer education class for
senior citizens entitled "Where Can
You Turn for Help?" will be offered at
the Douglas Community Center on L.P.
Miller Street from 10 a.m. to noon on
Wednesday, March 26.
Dr. Joan L. Maupin, assistant
professor of home economics at Murray
State University, will conduct the class,
which is the final one in a series of
consumer issues at the Douglas Center
for 1979-80.
Although she noted that instruction
and discussion in the class are

especially designed for people 60 years
of age or older, Dr. Maupin said anyone
of any age who is interested in the •
announced topic is invited to attend.
She explained that the demi an March
26 will focus on the various state and
federal consumer protection agencies
that provide assistance to consumers.
Hot meals will be served at the
conclusion of the class at a nominal
charge.
More information may be obtained by
calling 753-8938.

The Calloway County Board of
Education has set a special meeting for
4:30 p.m. Monday, March 24, at the
board office building.
Included on the agenda. for the
meeting are the adoption of textbooks,
calendar revision, and an executive
session for the discussion of personnel.
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mostly clear
Mostly clear and not as cold
tonight. Lows in the upper 30s to
low 40s. Becoming mostly cloudy
Sunday. A good chance of rain
developing during the afternoon.
Highs Sundayin the mid to upper
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• PIA NtetNO MEETING
bars of the parhlicity committee for the Charity Ball met Friday at DeVanti's
to discuss
pubic retatkins activities fOr
Charity Boil. Publicity for this yeait,rtratva4111.- 2
- =d•
't'?"-Ak
linentor
M1*-tion items, promotion of the ental Realth Center activities, proceeds
; locations, notalileS'in attendance and past
balls. Members attending the eeting inc ded S m Parker, Janie Parker;
Celia Brock; Don Brock; Pete Lancaster,
co-chairman; and Bruce Smith, co-
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Happenings In The Community.Calendar

1.

Saturday. March!!

Saturday, March 22
Kentucky High School
Speech League's Regional
Speech Tournament will be
held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Business Building with the
awards ceremony to be at 4
p.m. in the Student Center,
Murray State University.

Greater,Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will
have a potluck at
home of
Ella Mae Spinks near Ballard
County High School at 7 p.m.
For information call 1-2476599.

Competition for high school
Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a and middle school students in
potluck luncheon at 12 noon at history papers, projects and
the club house.-- with Janice skits will be held at the StuBossing to present the pro- dent Center, Murray State
University, from 8 a.m. to 4
gram.
p.m.
Oaks Game Night will be
Bob Duvall will speak at
held at the Oaks Country Club 7:30 p.m. at the Maranatha
at 7:30 p.m. with Mr. and Mrs. Christian Center, 200 North
Dale Nance and Mr. and Mrs. 15th Street, Murray. The
Bob Brown in charge of ar- public is invited.
rangements.
The Fur Takers Association
will meet at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank. North 12th
and Chestnut Streets.

.A1-A-Thon is scheduled to
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman
Pavillion,College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.

atesday,March 24

Sunday,March 23
Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club will meet at 2
p.m. in the library of the
Calloway County High School.
All interested persons areinvited.
Auditions for the summer
season company of the Purchase Area Repertory Theatre
(P.A.R.T.) at Murray State
University will be conducted
in the University Theatre,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU, at 7 p.m. For information call Dr. Vernon Gantt.
762-4486.
The Rev. Wayne Carter will
show slides from the Crusade
to Jamaica at 6 p.m. at the
West Fork Baptist Church. A
fellowship period will follow.
Building for Birds will be
the program featured at 2 and
3 p.m. at Center Station, Land
Between the lakes. Materials
will be provided to construct a
birdhouse throughout the day.

Murray Squar-A-Nnders
Murray Civic Music
will dance from 8 to 10:i0 p.m.
Ascoriatinn will prsPnt Canaat the Woodmen of the World
Events in Land Between the
Pianist Janina
Hall with Bob Rhinerson as Lakes will include Sharing dian
Fialitowska
in concert at 3
caller.
Your Yard With Wildlife at
1:30 p.m.; Let Your Fence p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Members of the,
,
Pi Kappa Row Grow at 3:30 p.m.; Night Murray State University. AdAlpha fraternity 1at Murray Visual at 7:30 p.m., all at mission is by membership
card and is free to MSU
State University/ will collect CenterStation.
students with identification
for the annual Rd Cross Fund
card.
Drive at designated inSecond night of Fourth Anersections in Murray from 9 nual Over-weight Horse and,
Monday,March 24
a.m.to 1 p.m./
-Mule Pulling Contest will start
Seminar on the Fox Trot
at 6 p.m.at the West Kentucky
Jenny Ridge Bowhunters Livestock and Exposition Horse Breed will be held at the
Society will have its anual Center. Admission will be $2, West Kentucky Livestock and
Hard Times shoot at the new adults, and children 12 years, Exposition Center, College
Farm Road,Murray,at 7 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County $1.
For information call 753-1699
Park fr9n 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. In
or 753-3033.
case of/rain the shoot will be
Third night Of third anniveron MajZch 29.
sary dinner theatre, of
Creative Arts Department,
Murray-Calloway County Murray Woman's Club, will
Community Theatre will start meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
at 6 p.m. at the Jaycee Civic house with Edith Garrison and
Center. For information call Anna Mary'Adarns to give the
Bargain Matinee
,753-7511.
lesson.

Sunday 2:00 p.m.
All Seats 1.50

Tuesday, March 25

Hazel Senior Citizens AcSurburban Homemaker;
Life and Learning course in
tivities will be held from 10 Club will meet at the home of
Microwave
Cooking will begin
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Hazel Mrs Prentice Dunn at 7 p.m.
at 7 p.m. in Department of
Community Center with luneh
•Hon* Economics, Murray
served at 11:45 a.m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of State, with
Dr. Mary Conover
the Woodmen of the World will as instructor.
Recovery Inc., will meet at meet at the home of Donna
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, Garland at 7 p.m.
North Seventh and Olive
Recital by a faculty piano
Streets.
Murray TOPS (take off trio will start at 8:15 p.m. at
pounds sensibly Club will the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Singles Unlimited will not meet at 7 p.m. at the Calloway Arts Center, Murray State
meet tonight. The next County Health Center,
University.
meeting will be March 31.
Carter Elementary School
Dr. Ernest L. Boyer,
Parents' Night Banquet will Parent-Teacher Association
be held at fir p.m. by the will meet at 7 p.m. at the Carnegie Foundation and
Murray Higinchool Chapter school. Science fair awards former U. S. Commissioner of
Education will deliver the first
of the Future Homemakers of will be presented.
Harry M. Sparks Distinguishkrnerica.
Calloway County High ed Lecture at 7:30 p.m. in the
Lecture by Mel Blanc, the
School will have parent- Student Center Auditorium,
voice of Bugs Bunny, Daffy
teacher conferences from 3 to --Murray State University-.ThisDuck and other famous caris free and open to the public.
6 p.m.
toon characters, will be at 8
p.m.at the Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University
Murray State University. This
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
Lady Racers will play tennis
is free and open to the public.
with Southeast Missouri State the First United Methodist
Church will be held at Sirloin
at 1 p.m. at the MSU courts.
Murray State University
Stockade at 7 a.m.
Racers will play Southern IlBible Jounialing Groyp of
linois in a baseball game at
Dorcas Sunday School Class
First Christian Church will
Reagan Field, MSU,at 2 p.m.
meet at the home of Corinne of the First Baptist Church
Reservations for the ladies McNutt, 1405 Main Street, at 7 will meet at 6 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
day luncheon on Wednesday at p.m.
the Murray Country Club
General board of the ChrisMission group of Memorial
should be made by today with
Kathy Mattis, luncheon chair- tian Women's Fellowship of Baptist Church will meet at 7
the First Christian Church will p.m. at the home of Connie
man.
meet at 7:30 'p.m. at the White with Karen Hussung as
church library.
speaker.
Tuesday,March 25
Auction by the local chapter
of Alpha Epsilon Rho,national
honorary broadcasting society, will start at 7:30 p.m. on
MSU 1'V 11.

Celebration 103rd
Birthday, Sunday

Great Paducah Chapter of
Parents Without Partners will
meet at Burger Queen, Lone
Oak, at 6:30 p.m. for a Dutch
treat meal.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Center.

Volunteer Work Day for
Parents Anonymous will
Methodist Men will start at 10
a.m. at the First United meet at 7:15 p.m. For information call 759-1792.
Methodist Church.

• Meals for the Nutrition Progran for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at _ the
Douglas Center.

District 17 Unit I of the
Licensed Practical Nurses
will meet at 7 p.m. in the
private dining_room of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital with Dr. Clegg Austin
as speaker.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.at the Hazel Center with
lunch served at 11:45 a.m.

Murray Art Guild, 103 North
Sixth Street, will have its high
sehool -art show opening at 1
p.m. -

Tuesday, March 25

Mrs. Mary Rebecca (Becky)Smith will be honored with a
potluck dinner in celebration of her 103rd birthday on Sunday, March 23, at 12 noon at the Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church.
All friends and relatives are invited to bring a lunch and attend the special occasion.
• Mrs. Smith, formerly of Fulton, has been a patient at
West-view Nursing Home, Murray, for several years. She is
still quite alert for a woman of her age, a family spokesman
said.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Deak-Ato6g]
By Abigail Van Buren

Soul-Saver Is
Bird of Pray
DEAR ABBY: I am the president of an organjzation, and
we have a problem with one of our members who is very
religious. She is always trying to "sell" her religion la
others. Some of our members resent it: they have their own
religion, and are satisfied with it.
thinIcs -res-herC
Our biggest problem is that
duty to visit sick people in the hospitals. She and a group ot
eight ladies from her church go up and down the halls,
visiting patients whether they know them or not. They just.
walk in. 'bless- the patient, stanearound the 'bed. holds'''''
hands and pray. Then this lady reads from the scriptures
and gives a sermon.
A friend of mine was recently sick in the hospital with a"NO VISITORS" sign on her door. She said that she was doz
ing off when in comes this self appointed saver of souls with
her missionaries. They stood around her bed, chanting and
praying until a nurse came in and told, them they had to
leave.
, We are ashamed that this woman belongs to our organiza
lion. She tells these hospital patients that they are "sinners.
who must seek God's forgiveneSS in order to enter thekingdom of heaven, which can be very depressing for folks
who hope to get well.
How can we get her to quit visiting strangers in hospitals...
MRS. H.IN ARKANSAS' •
DEAR MRS. H.: First, your organization should advise
her that there have been complaints about her hospital
visitations and she must stop. After that. it's the responsibility of the hospital administration to protect their patients from unwelcome visitors.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and 1 Were at the, home (A
friends recently for dinner. These friends have two dogs
who are considered "members ol the family.
We were served a lovely dinner on the hostess's finest
china After dinner, the dishes were removed from the table.
A few minutes later our hostess returned with two of the
lovely plates with some leftover .food-on them. She set the
plates on the floor in a corner for the dogs to lick. Noticing
the expression of disgust on my face, she said. Well, it's
perfectly sanitary. All the dishes go into the dishwasher to
be sterilized anyway!
A ny.tedmment?
Y IC11 IN DETROIT
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DEAR
Even though the dishes are sterilized attar
the dog-licking, the thought of eating in the home where
pets and people are served off the same dishes is under
standibly unsettling to some. However, I'm told that there
is a greater danger of dogs catching something from humans
than vice versa.

Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY,MARCH 23, 1980
DEAR ABBY: We are planning to have a family portrait
What kind of day will
potential of your job. You'll taken. to give- Co our parents for Christmas, 1980.
Ellis Center will be open
We are all related by -blood or marriage. Our youngest
tomorrow be? To find out what find ways to increase
CenWol Or• 753-3314
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for ac- the stars say, read the
brother(age 19) is going steady with a girl he plans to marry
Thnt April 17
revenues. Moonlighters will
and Accepted Masons will
tivities by the Murray Senior forecast given for your birth: find work that is appealing.
sometime in 1981, but it's.not definite as yet.
.05,9:30 -4-2:00Sun;
have a breakfast at the lodge
Meals for the Nutrition kto- Citizens with Library pro- Sign.
Should this girl be inclUded in the family portrait? If you
4n Arm...44,n Dream
2.
PISCES
hall.
Fiecume• a
,
say she shouldn't. howiscan we avoid hurting her feelings'.'
gram for the Elderly will be gram at 10:30 a.m.,lunch at 12 ARIF-S
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
hi:.
SANTA'S HELPERS
served at 12 noon at the noon, and table games and (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)grorA
\•'•• :
* I,
• You may gel-the chance to
own handiwork at 12:30 p.m.
Some problems at home, but know an affectionate interest
CoosAW0,00C1/
Murray-Calloway County Douglas Center.
DEAR HELPERS: If, as you say,"Wu not definite," your
none that can't be resolved. better.
romantic
New
Baseball Association will hold
brother's "steady" should not be included in the picture.
r_
You'll gain insight into what opportunity possible. Enjoy
a' registration for all its SamSince the portrait will include family members only, there is
motivates other family recreational pursuits.
mer leagues for participants
no reason why this girl should be hurt. She's still a "miss,"
members. Be perceptive.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
and a miss is as good as a mile.
ages 5 to 18 from 9 to 12 noon at
TAURUS
progresive tbinker who can
IRA G. CORN, JR.
the Calloway County High
(Apr. 20 to May 20) tikCi7
make an original contribution
School gymnasium.
Pleasant news. Some -.-,-in-eitrier art or science. You
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
tension among friends but still are also ambitious and drawn
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Sunday,March 23
NORTH
'Anybody can win. unless
3-22-A
others are responsive to your • towards big business, where
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Special film, "Welcome there happens to be a second
viewpoint. Close allies may. you'll probably_make_frequent___
a long. stamped 128 cents) self-addressed
•62
Home," will be shown at 6 entry."-- George Ade.
•
seem unpredictable.
changes on your way to the
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
V A62
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist
GEMINI
•K5
top.
90212.
Church.
•AK10762
May 21 to June 20)
The Aces seemed a solid
You'll come up with new
bet to win the Reisinger
EAST
ways to improve income.
United Methodist Women of Team Championships last WEST
•KQ9 3
+875
Investigate
OU$TiN
options
if
the Paris District will observe fall. They enjoyed a corn- •Q108 5
mean sraft,
•J 9 7 4
dissatisfied with present
"Time Apart" from 2:30 to 4 fortable• 3 11-point lead 41 7 4 3
* Q 10 9 6 2
employment. Social life is
p.m. at the Stanley's Chapel_Aping into the final session. •J9
lively.
horrendous
final sesChurch,located between Mar- but a
SOUTH
_CANCER
•A.J 104
tin and Union City, Tenn. Mrs. sion left running room- for
(June 21 to July 22)
K3
entry."
"other
that
Buron Jeffrey of Murray will
Charm and intuition will see
•
A
J
The net result was a techbe the featured speaker.
Thus Thurs.- Mer. 27
+8543
you through today's activities.
row.ow
nical tie -- two winners
There may be a change in
7:15,9:35-2:00 SUN.
However.
instead
of
one.
Vulnerable: North-South
Newman Club will meet at6
dating or entertainment plans.
)omes
p.„ril. in Gleason Hall,St. Leo's since an International Team Dealer. South. The bidding
Be flexible..
Playoff berth was also at
Catholic Church.
LEO
stake,
first-ever
the
tie
Chapter,
South West North East
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
necessitated a I2-board
4
Pass 3+
Pass
Mental work done in private
Twomg
playoff between two 3 NT
Pass 4 NT Pass
Chestnut Si •753-3311
Murray Women's Bowling exhausted teams in the wee 5. '
6 NT All pass goes well. Take time off from
the social whirl to gain new
Association will hold its spring hours of the morning. The
Late Show
Opening lead King of perspectives on income
meeting at 2 p.m. at Corvette Aces won a nail-biting tiespades
Fri. 8. Sat. 11:40
potential.
Lanes.
breaker, but today's hand
VIRGO
Entertainment
Adult
was one that got away.
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) I/PA
"A
Concert
played
of
When
first
Early
the
had
his
Music"
12
tricks.
Against
18 or over only
A planned social function
will be presented at 1:30 p.m. time. the slam was played any other lead, the slam
in the Farrell Recital Hall, in clubs by Aces Ira Rubin would probably have failed. may not live up to
Fine Arts Center, Murray of Param4 N J., and Fred since declarer most certain- expectations.Still time shared
Hamilton of Los Angeles. ly would have taken two with close ones should prove
State University.
They used six rounds of spade finesses to go down harmonious and rewarding.
LD3RA
probing bids to
that one trick.
r`
Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
i
444
,
44444444.4-*4-Jr. -It, six clubs was adiscover
The Aces won the playoff
much better
Reorganize your work
contract. than six no trump.
by one point -- and we can't
Six clubs was made easily make them any closer than schedule if possible to allow
more time for togetherness
* Tuesday Night Special (after 3 P
if.
after the spade lead, with this one.
with loved ones. The p.m.
Ira Rubin declining a risky
44
could bring extra expenses.
try_for.an.pmtrick by. takSCORPIO_
with-Cors
•ing a diamond finesse to dis23 to N
Nov.(Oct
211
card North's spade loser.
News from distance may
South holds - 3-22-B
The score for six clubs was
+1 Sunday Night Special after 3 P M*
alleviate doubts about a
1,370 points.
romance. Problems with
•A J104
When Bud Reinhold and
children can be resolved now.
•K3
Bobby Levin of Miami held
Creative pursuits go well.
*
A
.1
44
the North-South cards, Rein+8543
SAGITTARIUS
44
hold reached the inferior
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
contract
six
no
of
trump.
South North
44
Investigate new career
However, since the contest 1+
iV
openings. Watch credit card
44
4)
NT
was board-a-match instead
spending. Use intuition on
44
of Total points, the small difhome improvement projects.
ferential between the two
44
•
CAPRICORN
ANSWER:
Pass.
Game
is
TVA
slams was vital and
out of reach and one no trump (Dec. 22 to Jan. 191N
undoubtedly'..-..ReinholcLluid
vaft score
the-rightwads to
these_thoughts in mind.
available
express how Mitch you care.
AgainSt'SIX TM" trump:
.
'— - --— --Partnership effairr.-West (Ace Bob Hammati)
Conti kr Am eueshon. 10 The Ares
pleasantly highlighted. later,
ledx.a "normal" .king of P0 Box 12343. Dallas Truss 75225
++
1906 Coldwater Rd
a change in plans.
* sOdes
and that was the end With seliaddmsed %lamPeti "Wort,
'
AQUARIUS
of the defense. West got a for reply
Murray-Mayfield
1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
spade trick, but declarer
Focus on the income
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Murray Business News Briefs
Thurman's Has
Pianos, Organs

Keep Audit In Mind When Filing
Out Federal Income Tax Return
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(Editor's no
This is the
last in a se s of five articles
con
g income tax
returns to appear on the
business page.)
Your 1979 income tax return
may be one of many that the
IRS randomly selects for
audit each year, so while you
are preparing your return,
keep in mind. A tax audit, says
the Kentucky Society of
Certified Public Accountants,
can be pretty painless if you
have all the necessary
documentation. What makes
an audit difficult, they say, is
that it usually takes place a
year or two after your return
has been filed, and by then you
might have trouble remembering a former business
contact's name, not to mention your reason for taking
him and his wife out to dinner
back in 1979.
So right now, with events
fresh in memory and
documentation still at hand, is
the time to prepare for that
IRS interview you hope never
takes place. As you assemble
the facts that will go into your
1979 Form 1040, retain the
receipts and cancelled checks
that support your tax data.
File them with your copy of
the tax return.
Not only will this help you
prove, if necessary, that you
did indeed spend a great deal
of money having your son's
teeth straightened, but the
existence of such thorough
documentation could also
serve to reassure an IRS
examiner that your return
would probably stand up to
careful examination in any
other area. If the contrary
were the case — should you be
unable to document a substantial deduction, let's say —
the agent would be much more
likely to keep on digging. •
Also, although it's ofen
possible to come up with proof
by consulting other people's
records — the orthodontist's,
for example — this would
necessitate at least one more
visit with the IRS. Full, orderly documentation tends to
keep contacts with the tax
agency short and sweet.
Should a taxpayer try to
head off a possible audity by
holding deductions within the
average amounts claimed by
persons in his tax bracket?
Certainly not advises the CPA
society; there is no sound
reason for passing up
legitimate claims. .If your
deductions are especially
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high, though, that's all the
more reason for saving your
documentation.
Also, maintaining a low
profile by trying to keep
within
the
average
parameters is nd assurance
that you will avoid an audit.
Returns pulled for audit
(about one in fifty, overall )
are selected by the computer,
and no one outside the IRS
knows exactly what criteria is
used in the selection process.
We do know, however, that
some returns are picked
stricly at random, so there is
no sure_ way to prevent an
audit.
IRS auditors can and do
question any part of a return
— whether all taxable income
is reported, claimed exemptions are legitimate, deductions are justified and accurately reported. But when
they notify you that your
return iito be reviewed, they
generally indicate the areas in

question,so you need bring (or instructed to look closely for
—Unreported gains on sal-,
let your professional tax
advisor bring ) to the meeting. of stack or other assets.
—Unreported stock
documentation for just the
matters in doubt. This is not to dividends and state Usx
say, of course, that the refunds.
—Gambling casino winexamination cannot be expanded to other areas.
nings.
Randomly-selected
—Closing out of tax shelter,.
tax
returns are examined in detail which often results in
each year as part of an realization of income.
ongoing IRS study of the
—Sales of homes ( without
degree of taxpayer com- replacement) by persons who
pliance with the Internal got the home-purchase tax
Revenue Code: If you are credit in 1975 or 1976.
barter
—Off-the-record
chosen for one of these
examinations, expect to be transactions, in the so-called
questioned in depth about any underground economy.
or all aspects of your return —
and about financial data not
What areas will be receiving
even included on the return. special attention when IRS
In its conventional audits of gets around to auditing 197s
computer-selected
returns, returns is anybody's guess,
IRS each year gives extra but those who follow the CPAs'
emphasis in certain areas. advice and put aside
Right now, and for some documentary evidence should
months to come, agents have no reason to be unduly
auditing returns (most of concerned, whatever those
which are for 1978) have been areas may be.

Jerry's at 1212 Main Street

New Name With Old Business
Jerry's Custom Kitchen
Cabinets and Custom Woodworking, 1212, Main St., is a
new name in the Murray area
but is far front being a new
business.
Formerly
Jerry •s
Refinishing and Custom Built
Furniture, the business has
moved from it U.S. 641 South
locatn on to serve all the needs
..f Murray and its surrounding
areas.
Owner Jerry McCoy started
the business in the back of a
warehouse in September 1970
near downtown Murray.
There McCoy and some parttime einployees refinished
mostly sonic item furniture.
As the business increased,
McCoy moved the business to
Industrial Road in a larger
building, continuing
to
refinish furniture with several
part-timers and one full-time
employee. The new facility
provided adequate space to
work on larger pieces.
After about six months, McCoy built the blue and white
metal building at the intersection of U.S. 641 South
and Green Plains Church
Road. Three months_ later the
building was completed and
the refinishing company moved to the county with a new
phase of business, custombuilt furniture.
New machinery was purchased, more employees were

hired and noire work was being completed. Items including bedroom suites, living
room furniture and speciality
items such as gun cases,
stereo cabinets, book cases,
desks and chairs were being
built. Wood available included
walnut, cherry, oak and
maple. .These items are
eustom-built -one of a kind"
items built for the individual

Then the company returned
to Murray at its present location. After the Move, more
As the years went by. a few
types f work YiC re incor- emphasis was put on custom
porated into the business. cabinet work and cust,,m
wood working.
Work such as stripping old
McCoy said business the
silver off mirrors and chair
past few years has been great
canmg were started along
with the manufacturing of uni- because of the people in
que front doors, wooden signs: Calloway County and the surrounding area.
fireplace mantles, light fix-

FRANKFORT — State
Insurance
Commissioner
Daniel Briscoe announced
today a moratorium until July
1 on insurance agents' license
examinations. No exams will
be given by the department
until after July 1, he said.
Commissioner Briscoe said
the moratorium is necessary
because the present tests are
out-dated and the questions
and answers are widely known
in the insurance industry.
"The exams are outdated,"
Briscoe said,"because none of

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Jerry McCoy
Thurman's Furniture

•

•

Administered By County Insurance Company

Man Eligible For Retirement Plan
George Wolnitzek, who lives
in Kenton County, Kentucky,
works just across the state
line at a Ford Motor Co. plant
in Cincinnati. He's also serving as a part-time commissioner on Kenton County
Fiscal Court.
He earns $11,500 a year in
his second salary as an elected
official, but until last fall that
salary did little more than put
him in a much higher tax
bracket. He was eligible to
participate in a_ tt4-deferred
retirement plan administered
by an insurance company for
Kenton County employees, but
that plan requires payment of
6 to 8 percent service fees.

deferred
compensation
manager for First National,
said the plan is virtually
selling itself among the public
agencies in the state. About 20
agencies throughout the state
have enrolled and others have
it under consideration.
"The future looks rosy.,"
said Mr. Grizzle, who is
marketing the only such plan
offered by a Kentucky bank
under authorization of the
federal Revenue Act of 1978.
He also believes it is the
second plan of its typelin the
nation.
Most government units in
Kentucky, with the exception
of federal agencies, are
eligible for the plan. Typical
Then
Kenton
County participants are employees of
became the first participant in city or county governments,
a deferred compensation plan public
school systems,
for public employees offered publicly-owned utilities and
by First National Bank of other municipal bodies. A
Louisville. Mr. Wolnitzek can participating agency makes
authorize payroll deductions routine payroll deductions for
of as much as'25-bercent of his its employees who elect to
second salary, without any participate and sends the
fees or other charges. The funds to First National, which
money earns 8 percent, places them in time deposit
compounded daily, and no open accounts with a one-year
income taxes are due on the renewable maturity date.
funds until they are with- There is no charge either to
drawn from the plan - the public agency or the intypically after retirement, dividual participants.
when fa's brackets normally
The agencies - which unlike
are lower.
private businesses cannot
The new plan "saves me a offer such inducements as
significant amount of money," stock options - are finding the
said Mr. Wolnitzek, now in his plan an attractive fringe
third year as a public official. benefit for employees, Mr.
Apparently many of Ken- Grizzle said.
tucky's other public emBesides deferring income
ployees — both elected and taxes, the plan can offer other
appointed — think the same tax savings although there is
thing. Charles Grizzle, still a legal question as to

whether the funds are exempt
from Social Security taxes.
An employee may defer as
little as $10 a month, with a
maximum of 25 percent of
gross pay or $7,500 a year,
whichever is less. Employees
can participate even if they
are covered by other
retirement
plans,
and
following retirement the
deferred compensation plus
interest can be paid in a lump
sum or in regular payments
up to 15 years.
The plan also contains
provisions for early withdrawal in cases of emergency
or if an employee leaves the
government agency before
retirement. Amounts withheld
also can be changed, or
stopped by the employee.
Mr. Grizzle anticipates that

the state's insurance laws
passed in the last 10 years are
included. The last revi,sion of
the test was 10 years ago."
During the moratorium,
Briscoe said temporary
licenses will be issued but only
to applicants who qualify
under state statutes.
Anyone with an application
pending who has not successfully completed his test
will have the same status on
July 1 as he does now. The
department will not accept
any new applications for
permanent licenses until June

1.

Briscoe said that two fivemember committees of insurance experts will revise the
tests during the moratorium.
One of the committees will
produce questions on life and
health insurance; the other
will work on property and

casualty insurance. The
committee members will be
paid expenses but not salaries.
Serving on the life and
health committee will be:
Mark Frishe, president of
Pension Planners of Kentucky
Inc., Frankfort; George L.
"Buddy" Neill, special agent
for Jefferson Standard Life
Insurance Co., Louisville;
Jean K. Nelson, executive vice
president of the Kentucky
State, Association of Life
Underwriters of Louisville;
Owen 0.Pillans, special agent
for Northwestern Mutual life
Insurance Co., Louisville;
Dennis W. Pike Jr., manager
of Mutual of New York's
Lexington office; and Edward
C. Silvers Jr., vice president
of Hufnagel and Stivers
Insurance Inc., Louisville.
Members of the property
and casualty committee will
be: Hulin L. Bundy. of Hayes,

ATLANTA — The Small
Business Administration is
currently searching for small
businesses that would like to
be contacted to bid on federal
procurements. Under a new
program
called
PASS,
(Procurement Automated
Source
System) small
businesses will have nearly
unlimited potential to participate in Government
contracts, which last year
totaled $66 billion, of which $16
blmprt , men( La
busintsses, according to Wiley
S.
Messick,
Southeast
Regional Administrator for
the SBA.

Messick said, "PASS will
allow small businesses with
one simple registration to
have access to over 300 major
procurement centers of the
Federal Government and 60
prime contractors located
throughout
the
United
States."
obtain
To
a
PASS
registration form, write the
Procurement
Assistance
Division, U.S. Small Business
Administration, 1375
Freichtree, Attila& GA.30309,
ATTENTION: PASS, or call
(404) 881-7587. There is no
charge for this service..

KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was down.
Biggest
gains:
BrownForman ( AMEX i, to 3734
from 364; Reliance Universal
(OTC), to 18 from 1742.
Largest losses: Ashland Oil
(NYSE), to 3242 from 34%;
Dollar General (OTC), to 134
from
10%;
Glenmore
(AMEX), to 29'42 from 3278;
Kentucky Central Life (OTC),
to 19'42 from 2144.

\\\\\\
Stay

: 13 1
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This Summer With A

Utley
and
Associates,
Louisville; William E. Fallon
of American States Insurance
Co., Louisville; Paul G. Branz
of VanZandt, Emrich & Cary,
Louisville; Graham Roth, Jr.
of Vandiver Roth Froment
Carpenter
Insurance,
Louisville; and Cletus W.
Thompson of Kentucky Farm
Bureau Mutual Insurance Co.,
also in Louisville.
Anyone with questions about
the moratorium or the tests
can contact the department at
(502) 564-3630.
s
.

Small Businesses Offered.
Chance For Contracts

other Kentucky banks will
offer similar plans, but he said
the First National plan will be
firmly entrenched all over the
state before that takes place.
"It's in keeping _with our
reputation as one of the most
innovative banks in the
nation," he said.

4•10

Commissioner Announces Moratorium

We at the

1.

tures and cornices.
A major addition to the
-business was custom kitchen
cabinets. The cabinets, not E0:just the kitchen, could be cut
to fit any size space. Cabinet
demands include kitchens.
vanities and offices. Additions
also could be built for old
cabinets.

NEW PRODUCT FOR STORE — Thurman's Furniture has become the only authorized
Kimball piano and organ dealer in Calloway County. The store now features a nice
selection of several Kimball pianos and organs.

Thurman's Furruture, 208
Main St., has become the
authorized Kimball piano and
organ dealer in
County.
The local furniture store has
just received a complete stock
of organs, with the exceptinn
of the largest model, and a
nice selection of pianos.
Kimball was founded in 11k)7
in Jasper, Ind. The conipan
sells 43 percent of all home
organs on the market.
Thurman's, servini;
Calloway County since 1949.
will offer service on the products with a trained piano
technician and a trained organ
technician.
Jim Lawrence and Duane
Jones invite everyone to collie
into Thurman's and see how
nice owning a plant I ur Orgall
can be.

Window
Air Conditioner

Quality
Service Company
402 Sunbury Circle

7534294

Who can guide YOU
through the
tax maze?
When it comes to tOwe,, 0,E, yOu posOlve you re not
paying too much? Maybe you re not paying enough,
in the confusing game of taxes it pays to work -with
a CPA a Certified Pubtic Accountant A CPA plays a
'al role in helping you plan your path through
todays complicated tax maze
Do you know enough about Federal state and local
tax laws to make sound financial business and
personal decisions? How do decisions involving

eivore-ptonning

etepriecTottort

e5.essees

pension orta

profit shoring plans and other areas affect taxes?
non unfamiliar area? Tax planning
a professional
Your CPA
Certified Public Accountants perforFn the full range
.of accounting services
Why vet lost

requites

CPA
More than a title, It's a profession

Michael H. Keller
4

201 S. 6th Street

Certified Public Accountant

,753-8918

a.
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Thoughts
In Season

10 Years Ago
Suzette Hughes, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bun H. Hughes, eighth grade student at Kirksey School, won the
Calloway County Spelling Bee held here
yesterday. Second place went to Donna
Tabers, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Josh
Tabers. sixth grader at Kirksey School.
Third place went to Dale Mathis, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hale Mathis, seventh
• grader at Faxon School.
Army Staff Sgt. James S. Whittle, son
of Mrs. Frances Whittle of Murray, was
assisgned as a supply sergeant with the
First Cavalry Division ( air mobile I in
Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Effie

Hughes, 84, Mrs. Dell Clement Beaton,
68, L. H. Pogue, Miss Flora Jordan, 87,
C,oyn Carr Nance, 73, and Mrs Iva
Hciplins
. Woodall, 75.
Births reported include a boy to Dr
and Mrs. James R. Venza, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dickie Garland, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Darrell Parrish, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray Henry, all on
March 17.
New officers of the Hume Economics
Club at Murray State University are
Cathy Harris, Judy Kelso, Norma
Wailers. Jan Cooper, Barbara Huppert,
Fronza Hodge, Emelia Chaney, and
Peggy Cooper.

By Ken Wolf
The next time that you see a commercial or read an advertisement that
promises you something that is "25
percent better" without telling you
better than what, meditate on these
words of the famous English author
Rudyard K ipling ( 1865-19361
Words are the most powerful drug
used by mankind.
If Kipling is correct, and words are
drugs, perhaps we should set up "Word
Abuse Centers" for people who misuse
them just as we have drug and alcohol
abuse centers for those who abuse those
substances"

20 Years Ago
Chad Turnbow, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Turnbow, junior at Murray College High School, has been selected to
represent the school chapter of the
Future Farn*rs of America in the SubDistrict Beef Achievement Contest.
The Senior Class of Kirksey High
School will present the play. "Mr.
Beane From Lima" on March 25. Cast
_members include Nancy Bazzell, Sandra Bedwell, Anita Brandon, Lorna
.Ross, Eva McCallon, Jerry Key, Betty
Smith, Coleman Reeder. Patty Loafman, Teddy Chambers, and Mickey
Smith.
The West Fork Baptist Church will

hold its annual Bible Institute March 23
to 26, according to the pastor, the Rev.
John J. Gough. Speakers will be Revs_
Loyd D. Wilson, W. C. Skinner, Kenneth
Doom, Jack Doom, Heyward Roberts,
R. J. Burpoe, W. R. Whitlow, and Billy
Hurt.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Steen; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Oliver, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Sheril Roach,and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Nance.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ward have
returned home after vacationing for ten
days at Fort Myers. Fla.
--

-Vettni
. 44/0Elected as new officers of the
Calloway County Council of the ParentTeacher Association at the meeting
held at Hazel High School were Mrs.
Johnny Walker, Kirksey PTA, Mrs.
Otis Workman. Lynn Grove PTA, and
Mrs. Nix Crawford, Murray High PTA.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Asher
K.Graham.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Grover Ford,a girl to Mr. and
'Mrs. Sam H. Beaman,a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. L. J. Hill, and a boy to Mr. and

Mrs. Euel Kimbro.all on March 19.
Peola Skinner, president, presided at
the meeting of the Douglas High School
Parent-Teacher Association held at the
school.
Mrs. Thomas Parker presided at the
meeting of the Advisory Council of the
Calloway County Homemakers Clubs
held March 20. Rachel Rowland is home
demonstration agent.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Autty Farmer are
vacationing for two weeks at Hot Springs, Ark.

40 Years Ago
Judging for the prizes to be awarded
-to the Mule Day entrants on Fourth
'Monday in Murray will begin promptly
at 2:30 p.m., according to Murray
Mayor George Hart.
Deaths reported this week include
Lon W. Crider;`68, Gustav Miller, 32,
Rice Littleton, Mrs. Eliza Jane Spann,
68, Clyde H. Bagwell, 70, N. G. Pace,67,
Thomas Jefferson Bud) Chambers,80,
Mrs. Edna Washer, Charles Harold
Willianis, 3 months,and Joe Boyce,82.
Calloway County Officials who constituted the authority for the letting of
the contract to build the Calloway County Court House in 1913 are pictured this
week. Pictured are John Wade, Sime
Burkeen. Lee Clark, Josh Ellison,
Water Hamlin, G. M. Potts, and J. W.
Perry, magistrates; R. H. Falwell,
county court clerk; Clay Irvan, county
attorney; Tom Patterson, county
judge.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Chadwick,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Coy Lee Cook, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Will Edd Whitnell,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt McCallon, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mizell Jeffrey, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Hill, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Richardson.
Marriages announced this week include Hattie Maye Maupin to W. T. McClure on March 1.
Miss Odine Swann of Lynn Grare will
play the lead in "The Vagabond King"
to be presented by the Sigma Alpha Iota
women's music fraternity and the Sock
and Buskin Club at Murray State College on May 3.
Members of the cast of the play,"The
Professor Proposes," to be presented
by the junior class of Murray High
School on March 28 are Martha Jo
Crass, Jane Hale, Irene Watkins, Jo

50 Years Ago
Indieations are that this Fourth Monday in March 1930 will bgthe biggest
day in the history of the occasion in
Murray.
Two years after he died prophesying
that he would add luster to the name of
his family, Nathan B. Stubblefield will
be hailed as inventor of radio when a
marker is erected to his memory on the
campus of Murray State Teachers college at a place near his home on March

28.
Deaths reported this week include
Oscar Holland, Jr., and Dee Drinkard,

54.

A total of 26,970 pounds of tobacco
sold here March 19 for an average of
$10.68. Loose leaf floors are now cutting
sales down to three days per week.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Travillian on
March 10, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Noah
Williamson on March 18, and a girl to
. Mr. arld Mrs. Clatide 'Cunningham on
March 18.
The New Concord High School Boys
lost to Tolu, who went on to win the
championship, and the Hazel High
School Girls lost to Barclwell, who also
went on to win the championship, in
their first games of the First Regional'
High School Basketball Tournament
played atMurray. Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
Murray State Teachers College president, presented the winning trophies.
Members of the cast of the Play,
-Farm Folks," presented last night at
New Concord High School were Vernon
- Moody
Hurt, Leon Ailbritten, Thomas Bell,
Laurene Yarbrough, Pauline Yarbrough, Luclia Edmonds, Hortense
Stubblefield, Katherine Smith and
Mildred Patterson.

Farley, Fred Wells; Joe Pat Ward,
Fred Wells, George Edd Jones, Bronda
Sue Futrell, Buist Scott, Martha Churchill, and Mona Heinze.
Elected as new officers of the Beta Pi
Theta French fraternity at Murray
State College are Jimmie Hart, Nancy
Mellen, Anna Lou Roberts, and Estelle
Pickard.
Prof. A. C. La Follette, debate coach
at Murray State College, said his team
will enter the Southern Speech Association Debate Tournament at Chattanooga, Tenn., April 2 to 4. Team
members are William Allen, Floyd
Bryant, James Rogers, Rutherford
Morgan, Adron Whipple, J. W. Wilkinson, Robert Carlton, Billy Lipford,
Ralph Crouch, and Latta Richards.

Inside Report

A program to establish such centers
could never succeed if it required
federal aid, however. The politicians
wo..pd do their best to kill "word abuse"
legislation in committee, by burying it
under a stack of extra paper and
punctuation-marks. If they failed, the lawyers would surely get any "clarity
in communication" laws declared
unconstitutional.

Echoes Front The Past

By Judy MaUpin

Early Life In Southern Illinois
I am always interested to read
journals and diaries kept by people
from the past. These daily logs of
everyday events recount the many
details of pioneer life that we of this
modern age know so little about and
are, at least to me, endlessly interesting.
One particularly fine example was
recently loaned to me by Mrs. Alice
Koenecke, head of the Home
Economics Department at Murray
State. It was the autobiography of Mary
Hallock Shearer and her life in the little
Quaker community of FriendsvWe,
near Mount Carmel, Illinois.
For the next few weeks, I am going to
excerpt incidents from this diary. It
was difficult knowing where to start,
because the whole thing was well
written, especially considering that it
was written in 1899 by a woman who
more than likely had a rudimentary
education.
Today I'd like to start with her
description of her mother, because it
not only depicted the life of a frontier
woman with its many hardships, but
was also a very poignant description of
a woman's deep affection for her
mother.
"I am anxious to give as true a

representation of mother as I have of
father, but the same difficulty arIes.
Having experienced so much of Ier
goodness, in the gratitude of my heart
for such a mother I may be inclined to
magnify her amiable qualities and
touch lightly any failings she may have
had. She was born Jan. 15, 1829 and was
married May 5, 1842 and moved at once
to a home, consisting of her husband,
his brother Richard and their father
and three aunts — four quite old and
feeble persons. Which fact of itself must
have required some resolution, a great
deal of obliging kindness and patience.
Her love for father and her good
natured disposition enabled her to do
what only one person in a thousand
could,discharge her duty to them all, in
a manner to win their love and respect.
There is much I could add here about
her, but I will only add here that she
had more ingenuity in the use of carpenter tools than any woman I ever
knew. One summer she made a little
wagon for her little boys to play with
and hring in wood — she sawed off a
small log four pieces for the wheels —
:nade good running gears and tongue
and had a box for a bed — they used it
for a long time. Then she would take a
large dry goods box and make shelves

By Rowland Evans and Hobert Novak

Carter: Back In The Corner
WASHINGTON — President Carter
was so aggrieved by tough questioning
during a picture-taking session with 30
Jewish leaders in the East room of the
White House March 4 that he stalked
out before any pictures could be taken bringing into sharp focus his Israel
dilemma.
The dilemma: Jimmy Carter has
driven himself into a corner by attempting to reconcile his honest convictions over the future of the West
Bank with his contortions to satisfy the
important Jewish constituency he
needs for re-election. The two are
unreconcilable.
Until his retraction of the anti-Israel
vote by thelU.S. March 1 in the United
States Security Council, Carter 'had
seemed to be handling the Arab-Israeli
time bomb discreetly enough to avoid
an explosion. The U.N. vote ended that
Impression.
On March 4, Commerce Secretary
Philip Klutznick arranged to have the
president go to the East Room where 30
American Jewish leaders from the
World Jewish Congress had been invited to have their pictures taken with
Jimmy Carter. Carter was still
steaming over the violent criticism he
had been taking from Israeli and
American Jewish leaders in the U.S.
over the Security Council vote.
When he entered, he apologized for
what he called the "glitch" in his
failure to have understood full implications of the U.N. vote. Then,
."warm andiriendly," according to one
Jewish leadetivho was there, he smiled
and said that,"If you can stand to have
your picture taken with me, now is the
time."
Instead, Arthur Schneier, a
prominent New York rabbi, rose to ask
this question: How could Israel be
certain that there wouldn't be another
"glitch" in the future? That angered
Jimmy Carter; he gave a chilly reply,
cancelled the picture session, turned on
his heel and walked away.
The president's reaction and the
question that provok3d it were made
•inevitable by Carter.. Re • has been
stretching credibility to convince the
Jewish community and -Israel that
there is not all that much difference
between him and them on Jerusalem
and the West Bank.

in it for holding bed clothes and other
things and make wash stands with
curtains and several other contrivances
to help out in the furniture line.
"In our mother's bedroom all
Father's fifteen children were born.
Both of our dear mothers breathed their
last there and in these two rooms
cluster the sweetest most precious
memories of my early life. But the
"busy bustling days" may contain
more of general interest to the reader.
"As I have already given a pretty
good idea of father's occupations and
the men's work, I will now speak of the
housework, when went on with much
uniformity year after year, varied by
an occasional visit of mother to tier
relatives and a new baby every two
years.
I am not sure which season brought
the hardest work, winter or summer. In
the early spring there were perhaps
fewer men to cook for, but in May the
housecleaning and gardening which
Mother took much interest in was
followed by harvest and the ripening
fruit that had to be taken care of, drying
corn and the applebutter and peach and_
plum butter on to October fWed all the
days.
Soon now commenced the winter
sewing, though to tell the truth, there
was never any let up, on the everlasting
sewing, renewing the clothing that her large family required, and overseeing
the preparing of the food and other
duties, kept Mother very busy all the
hours that she was not in bed; and I

guess that she slept with one eye open,
she was so often disturbed in her rest by
the requirements of her little children.
"One thing that she broke off from
and that was spinning, though most of
the neighbor women still kept it up. But
the great amount of sewing that had to
be done by hand those days kept woman
in a kind of slavery.
"There were seven or eight beds that
added to the wearing of clothes made
very large washings which with the
ironings, took two or three long hard
days of work for them. The baking days
two and three times a week and the
Saturday cleaning up gave her scarcely
any time for rest.
"Mrs. Brines on a visit made this
remark to mother, "How do you
manage to keep them all filled up"
Yes, how did she manage those 17
eventful years to keep us all "filled up"
body and soul too' All we knew is that
she did it like the best and kindest wives
and mothers had done before her and
after her to the very best of her ability
-- but the strain was very great, and all
too soon her weary hands were folded
across her silent bosom and the "filling
up" pro'cess was carried on by other
willing hands that in their turn were
laid on a pulseless breast, and another
wife and mother entered the great
unknown, leaving little children to
reach that goal as best they could
Aithout a mother."
-Next week, I will pursue the journal
of life in the early days of Southern
Illinois.
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Rosalynn Carter, the president's
to which he himself can never subalter ego on the campaign trail, has
scribe.
been telling Jewish audiences exactly
The Israeli issue in American politics
what they want tO hear. Even Egypt
has bedeviled many presidents, but
agrees, she told the international
none so much as Jimmy , Carter.
By The Rev. Custis Fletcher
biennial convention of B'nai B'rith here
Trapped by his public repudiation of the
-The Episcopal Church
March 12, "that Jerusalem never be
U. N. vote, the ensuing campaign to
We are accustomed to call it "The
"commitment"
that, she
divided" - a
convince his Jewish constituency he is
Parable of the Sower," although it is
said, has not changed.
truly sorry has made it certain that he
just as much a parable of the seed and
Those workds make it sound as
will be bedeviled even more in the
the soil. This little Bible Gem is a story
though Carter is nearly in step with .future, as shown by that unused camera
as easy for us to understand as it was to
Israeli Prim Minister Menahem Begin
in the East Room.
the 1st hearers who heard Jesus relate
on his pledge that Jerusalem never
it. In His day the seed was sown by
again will be politically partitioned.
scattering or broadcasting) by hand.
Actually, the official U.S. position is
Today unless you own or rent one of
unchanged from 1969, as Carter
those little spreaders called drop or
pointedly told Egyptian President
broadcast, that's the way you would
Anwar Sadat in a letter written during
develop a lawn.
the Camp David Mideast summit. The
In this parable Jesus points out that
policy is that East Jerusalem "is octhe type of soil has a great deal to do
cupied territiaxy," as are Palestinian
with the planting of the seed. Yet the
lands held by Israel on the Conquered
story is not intended to insist that the
Bank.
West
sower should discover 1st the good soil
Rosalynn Carter's formulation is
and do all his planting there. It rather
explained by politicians running
explains how Christ's words did not
Carter's re-election campaign as
then and do not now always achieve the
meaning the U. S. will never allow a
intended results. All preaching and
"physical" division of Jerusalemteaching does not achieve its purpose.
division by barbed wire as it was until
The task of the sower is to sow.
Israel seized East Jerusalem in the 1967
Those who teach in schools,those who
war. An Arab diplomat friendly to
preach the gospel, those who teach in
Carter told us: "Technically, Mrs.
the home (parents, that is) should
Carter was perhaps correct. But the
never be discouraged because only a
'undivided city' pledge carries much
part of what is taught is retained. The
stronger implications to American
major part in this parable is that the
Jews, who see it is justification of
preacher, or teacher, or parent should
Israel's claim to eternal possession of
faithfully and generously carry out his
all Jerusalem."
. task of spreading forth the truth.
The dilemma Carter has imposed on
Miirray Ledger & Times
The story is told of a middle-aged
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man earned John who told his, minister
(osPs ammo)
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John's life.
It was at this point that the minister
sowed something on his own: - "John",
he said,"you ought to give more time to
cultivating your soul." It was a word in
season. John returned to Church, and
took up the study of the word of God and
his spiritual development was soon
evident to all. John cultivated his soul
and the soil and shared both with the
same enthusiasm.
As Christian brothers and sisters we
all share the responsibility to broadcast
the word'. And if we are wise, we will
make Bible Study a continuous act, so
that we sow good seed that will be
productive with God's help - even a
hundred-fold.
I am struck by how many of our
churches offer Bible Study courses.
And, too, there are many small groups
who meet weekly to pursue meditation
and spiritual development together. If
you are not now a part of such activities, then remember Jesus' word:
"He that hath ears to hear, let him •
hear."
The Bible is the world's - greatest
story book. It tells a story of creation, a
story of Incarnation, a story of
Salvation. Human life cannot be
reduced to .a set of scientific text books
or understood through metaphysical
formulas. The meaning of life is too
complex to be described in prosaic
language. It must be felt. It must be
experienced. 'So the Bible teaches
through stories - profound stories,
based on realities. And if we have ears
to hear God's voice speaking through
Vese stories, we will cultivate the
Tareful study of the Living Word.
Then, and only then, can we be faithful sowers.

Bible Thought
Come ye yourselves apart into a
desert place and rest awhile. —
Our Lord recognized the nee() for
'renewal of both the riody and the
spirit. Vacations are part of Goti's
-plan.
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FACULTY PIANO TRIO - The faculty Piano Irk) at Murray State University
will
present a recital in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle fine Arts Center
Tuesday.
Members of the trio are, left to right, Robert Gillespie, Dr. James McKeever, and Neale
B. Mason.
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Draft Protesters Gather
In Washington For Weekend
WASHINGTON
AP ) Protesters are gathering here
today for a weekend of antidraft registration campaignIng-that-is sornewhat-i eminicent of the protests of a decade
ago.
Organizers of a rally said
they hoped to gather 15,000
persons this morning for a rally near the White House,
followed by a march down
Pennsylvania Avenue to the
Capitol.
On Monday. hundreds of
persons say they plan to individually lobby congressmen
to vote against President
Carter's plan to reinstate
draft registration.
The weekend is being
organized by the National
Mobilization Against The
Draft. A spokesmen for the
group, Pat Lacefield, said Friday that 250 to 300 busloads of
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Paris Fighter
Scheduled'In Main
Event Of Card

17
•
t
es

Pro boxer Neely Owens,
Paris, will face Jim Crittendon, Knoxville, in the main
event of a fight card scheduled
for April Sat the Cellar Club in
Paris.
Owens will enter the fight
• with a perfect 16-0 record and
16 knockouts. However, Crittendon, 10-4, will have a 20
pound weight advantage.
Other .bouts slated for the
night include Butch Riley
against Buck Owen and Mike
Hastings going against Mark
Wimberly. Also there will be a
full-contact karate exhibition
by Wesley Bradley of Paris.
Admission will be $5 and the
event is scheduled to begin at 5
p.m. in the Cellar Club,
located on Ruff Street in the
old Elk's Lodge.
• For more information, call
the Cellar Club at (901 ) 6449916.
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HANDLING
CHARGE

• Over 5 yrs. $3.95 ea.
• Parent must pickup
portraits
• No costumes or
uniforms

• All Groups $1.00
per person
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"
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Dates: March 24th & 25th
Days: Monday & Tuesday
Hours: 11 a.m. til 5 p.m.
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day to spenkthe weekend at
the nearby Camp David,•
retreat in Maryland's Catoctin
Mountains.
- Friday night's chilly vigil
also was supposed to include a
candlelight ceremony, but
high winds-there were gusts
to 55 mph - put a damper on
the plan, although a few
candles were briefly lit.
Carter proposed registralion, but not the actual draft,
in hio State of the Union
speech, saying it was. needed
to demonstrate military
resolve to the Soviet Union. It
calls for the registration of all
19- and 20-year-olds.
The president has termed
criticism of his plan "a gross
overreaction."

Judge Rules 42 Firemen
To Be Reinstated As
Guardsmen Patrol City
By ROBERT MACY
Associated Press Writer
KANSAS CITY, MO.(AP)While Guardsmen were called
out to patrol city streets in
jeeps, a judge ruled that 42
dismissed firefighters may be
reinstated - a surprise ace
for striking Kansas City
firemen and a new burden for
city officials struggling to end
a six-day walkout.
The walkout began when City Manager Robert Kipp said
he would not rehire the 42 men
dismissed during a December
work slowdown.
City officials have held that
they could not reinstate the
men after Kipp's decision to
uphold a city Personnel Appeals Board ruling. City Attorney Aaron Wilson had said
the law prevented any review
of the dismissals and evia "at
gunpoint," Kipp could not

Children's Shop
Southside Shopping Center
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persons were coming from
around the nation to today's
rally.
Some of the scheduled
speakei$ at therallyare wellknown because of their
association with the anti-war
movement of the 1960s David Dellinger, the Rev.
William Sloane Coffin, David
Harris and Stokely Carmichael,
The protest began Friday
night with a parade in front of
the White House. About 80 to
100 protesters carried antidraft signs and chanted
slogans as they marched in a
small oval along the sidewalk
on Pennsylvania Avenue.
President Carter was not
home, having left earlier Fri-
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alter his decision.
However, Jackson County
Circuit Court Judge Gehe
Martin ruled Friday that Kipp
had the authority to "reinstate
the terminated firefighters
and to reconsider his decision
on the terminations."
Neither Kipp nor Mayor
Richard Berkley could be immediately reached for comment.
The 900 union firefighters in
this city of 500,000 walked off
their jobs Monday and pledged not to return until the 42
were rehired.
Gov. Joseph Teasdale called
up 250 more National Guardsmen and a 168-member task
force from the Highway
Patrol on Friday to aid police
and non-union firelighters who
have staffed fire Stations since
the walkout began.
Meanwhile, city officials
agreed not to send termination
notices immediately to 143
union members. The city had
Said the notices would be mailed Friday, but Berkley said a
delay would be "productive"
in resolving the dispute.
The city council also met in
a closed session, before the •
court decision was handed
down, to explore possiblities
for re-employing the 42 men,
but no solution was reached.
"We are exploring a number
of ideas," Berkley said.
The court order did not force
any idimediate action by city
officials but called for Kipp
and Berkley to appear in court
Monday to show cause why the
order should not remain in effect.
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Art Guild Offering
Water Color Class

7- ^fr
.

A watercolor class will be
offered by the Murray Art
Guild beginning April 1. The
class willbe given if 10 or
more partiCipants sign up. ,
The time for the class is 1i30
to 4 p.m. A tentative schedule
for the class is Tuesday, April
I; Wednesday, April 2; Tuesday, April 8; Friday, April 11;
Tuesday, April 15; and Friday, April 18. A critique will
be held tbe final day of the
class.
. The six lessons will be $60
for the public and $30 for Art
Guild members.
Those wishing to take the
class must sign up and pay for
the lessons by Friday, March
28. Payment should be made
tp Mrs. Brown Tucker, Route
--argirt944,Further information may be
obtained by calling Mrs.
Alfred Wolfson, 753-1867; Mrs.
Paul Rung, 753-0091; or Mrs.
Tucker,489-2487,
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Protest Seat Location, Illinoistofficils Treatment

Murray State Fans Write Letter To NIT

•

The National Invitational
Tournament's • well-intended
format of allowing schools
participating in the tournament to serve as host sites for
the first three rounds may
have strained its intentions.
In a letter drafted by a
group of Murray State fans
who attended the Racers'
third round game at the
University of Illinois, the
treatme,nt of that group by Illinois officials is protested.
—they tried every type of intimidatidf factor they could
pull," said David Graham,
who is seeking signatures to
go with the letter by 4:30 p.m.

Monday when it wilt be mailed
to Peter Carhsimo, Executive
Director of the NIT.
'"The thing is that we
weren't exactly rookies going
in. At Alabama. the treatment
was superb. I understand it
was at Jacksonville,too."
Graham and other fans
were mainly distressed with
having been • placed in a
seating section as far.away
from the court as they could
have been placed.
The section they were placed in was Section C, and
Graham said that as late as
4:30 p.m. on the day of the
game, tickets were being sold

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times
for more choice seats in Sections A and B.
Graham even noted that he

had been told some 1aq were
given free-tickets in or e
provide 'Assembly Hall in
Champaign, Ill, with a capacity crowd.
The letter specifies its complaint about the view. -Our
seats were so high that as we
viewed the playing floor, we
were literally looking on top of
the clock.
•
"We recognize that money
is necessary to support the
tournament, but three home,
games for a team constitutes
partiality and an unfair advantage," it continues. "The
final four teams in the tournament played all their gameiat

ho:t le'
We think that the NIT
should set rules on the niunber
ot home games and the
seating allotment for visiting
teams. The host team should
give the visiting team at least
500 preferred seats."
The "intimidation" attempt
.was extended to the Murray
pep band. The initial request
to send the band was opposed
bs Illinois officials before
Cariisimo was.calledand said
that the host school could not
obstruct such a request.
Then, after the band arrived
at the game, there was an attempt to keep the members

from entering the facility until
Murray coach Ron Greene
supported their request by
saying there would be no
game if there was not a band,
according to Pete Lancaster
in School Relations.
Lancaster also noted problems with handing out
shakers and with the badgering of some young Murray
fags who were throwing paper
airlines.
Conversely, a group of four
Illinois carried a banner,
which was supposed to be
disallowed and which read
"Murray Who," in front of the
Murray cheering section.

The trip and the relations between the Illinois officials
with the NIT were not a total and the same people at the
disaster for Murray State, University of. Alabama and
however. Graham and other Jacksonville University.
members of the entourage
"It all goes back to the
said they were graciously nature of the people," Govdon
helped by a parking attendant said, referring to the regions
when they first arrived.
of the schools. "I understand
University Vice-President why it (the letter) is being
Marshall Gordon also said his written. I don't have any prorelationship with Carlisimo blems with it.
was very good and that he was
-Illinois was handling the
very helpful in :arranging the game like a typical Big Tentelevision package which game. They did not appear to
allowed Channel 12 in Cape be the most gracious hosts
Girardeau to televise the they could be.
game. "I am not sure what will be
But Gordon was also aware - the impact of this kind of letof the difference in hospitality ter."

Four NCAA Coaches Are Remarkably Similar In Style, Philosophy
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS --1AP) —
Coaching has been described
as the challenge of taking five
egos and teaching them to
share one basketball, and the
four dapper gentlemen who
strode the sidelines during today's NCAA semifinals have
accomplished that task far
better than most.
They are remarkably
similar men, ranging in age
from UCLA's Larry Brown at

39 to Iowa's Lute Olson at 45, anything else, the three are all
with both Lee Rose of Purdue I do," said Rose, whose 20thand Denny Crum of Louisville
ranked Purdue Boilderat 43. They seem to have been
makers, 22-9, took on unrankcut from the same bolt of ed UCLA, 21-9, in the second
cloth, all neatly dressed and
game
of
today's
carefully groomed.
doubleheader.
And there's a certain gleam* ..; Louisville, 31-3 and rated
that shows in their eyes when
No: 2, met unranked Iowa, 23they discuss their common 8, in the opener of today's
passion — basketball.
twinbill at Market Square
"There are three things in
Arena. Thf,winners will meet
my life that are really impor- for the college basketball
tant — my family, my religion
championship Monday night.
and my coaching. I don't have
"I really like coaching. I

like the Xs and Os. But if you dominated by the Atlantic
don't have good players, Coast Conference. And two
you're not going to be a good years ago he came to Purdue,
coach," added Rose, whose only to find that most of the
career record of 26544 is publicity in the Hoosier state
third-best among major colent to Indiana and Notre
lege coaches.
Dame.
Rose labored for seven
'That doesn't bother me so
seasons at tiny Transylvania much anymore," he said.
College in Lexington, Ky., in •'Maybe I've gotten used to it.
the shadow of the mighty It helps you keep things in
University of Kentucky. Then perspective;and that's imporhe went to North Carolina- tant.
Charlotte, a school whose pro-We try to maintain a congram was ignored in a .state sistent approach in preparation for every game. We try
not to be high d'n a mountaintop or down low in a valley. Instead of being at 10 or 1, we try
to keep it at 5. A major problem in coaching is setting
itOals so high you tsan't reach
nation's top-ranked team of I listen."
Miami.
"We faced them in the fall them."
It's a problem all . too
"Itchy iJones, SIU coach) and they looked very good,"
says they've got College World Wurth said. "They could familiar to Brown, who stepSeries potential and when he possibly be the toughest team ped into the hot seat at UCLA
and nearly got burned. At the.
speaks that highly of his team, on our schedule.

Spring Is In The Air

Murray Baseball Team Meets SW At Home Monday
Despite losing five of six
games in Murray State's
baseball debut in Hawaii,
assistant baseball coach Leon
Wurth is not overly concerned
with the results.

first contest of a 16-game
home stand Monday against
12th ranked Southern Illinois.
SIU will be returning from a
long road trip to Florida in
which the Salukis defeated the

school which won 10 titles in 12 said he made the switch
years under John Wooden, because he saw he was "trywinning was taken for ing to please a lot of people ingranted. And when the Bruins- stead of doing a coaching job.
stumbled to an 8-6 start this I realized that I had an obligaseason, a national magazine tion to UCLA, to Coach
headlin,pd, -The fleittsigireCin Wooden, to get this program
Ruins."'
where it belonged."
"I messed this team up pretBrown'-s- revitalized Brains
ty good at the beginning of the have since won 13 of 16 games,
year," said Brown, who upset top-rankedpePaul and
coached in the pro maks for highly, ranked Ohio State and
6'2 seasons before going to made it to the Final Four for
UCLA last year. We didn't the first time in four years.
have enough hands - and
Another coach fannliar with
fingers to call all our defenses. adversity is Olson, whose
Coach
Wooden said, Iowa squad was dogged by in'Sometimes you can do too juries all year but managed to
much coaching, and he was urvive in the rugged Big Ten
right. So we simplified and then won the East
things." •
Regional..
Brown also revamped his
"It's been a tough year for
lineup, benching some seniors the staff and the kids." said
*Pio weren't producing and Olson, who last summer turnturning loose a superb group ed down a more glamorous
Of freshmen Brown calls his coaching- job at Southern Cal
'four young Whackos!' Brown because "the (-loser it got to

the time of making the deci-sion, the tougher it was to
leave Iowa. Iowa has been
super to us."
•
One of the Hawke)ies' biggest problems was the knee injury that sidelined Ronnie
Lester, their 'outstanding
guard, for 15 games and had
him at less than 100 percent
for today's showdown with
Louisville's Darrell Griffith.
Butthe absence of Lester forced the rest of the Hawkeyes to
pick up the slack.
"I think we became
stronger because of the adversity," said Olson. "We got the
feeling that no matter what
happened to us,somebody will
come through."
• •
Of the four teams in the
semifinals, only Louisville
was near the top of the rankings all season and only
Louisville.!Lop its conference
championship.

"We didn't expect to come
out of the starting gate playing
well," said Wurth. "With the
abundance of youth on our
squad and lack of outdoor
practices, this type of thing is
to be expected."
The sixth-ranked Rainbows
took the final advantage in all
five contests, but Murray
State charted impressive
defensive skills despite losing
three All-OVC selections from
the infield via graduation'. The
Thoroughbreds conImitted
just six errors in the series
against Hawaii in their first
time outdoors this season.

DORAN PERDUE DIVING BACK TO FIRST BASE
In Murray State's lone victory in Hawaii, Tony Threatt
limited Wichita State to just
Coach Nita Head is looking has transferred to the
three hits in 10 inning's as the
Thoroughbreds won 5-4. forward to playing in the University of Wisconsin at
Wichita State is ranked 23rd in sunshine as the Murray State No. 1 spot `and- the No.. 5
the nation and led the country -women's tennis team open position," said Coach Head.
with a .384 team batting their spring season at Austin ' Head is having a hard time
Peay this Saturday.
designating positions for the
average in 1979.
With the winter months Angles competition and says
"Our main objective right behind, the Racers are ready
the squad is playing with
now is just to be able to play for the season opener with the equal
strength.
and get ready for the rest of help of the new indoor tennis
Returning for the Racers
our schedule," Wurth said. courts at the Kentucky Lake are
Mary McNicholas and
Being able to play has been a Tennis Center.
Sherryl Rouse, who will
problem
for
the
Last fall Murray Stile beat operate the No. 1 spot in
Thoroughbreds as foul Austin Peay 84 and Coach doubles competition,
and
weather has
• ted four Head says her team is in good Becky Jones and Yvonna
games
far. A shape this spring, in hopes of Utley, who will take on the No.
YVONNA UTLEY
doubleheade
Arkansas another win.
Madison.
2 position in doubles action
State has been rescheduled for
The Racers are coming
"We're losing strength in along with Lena Loftman
and
April 8.
back this spring without their just one place and there isn't Cheryl
Lancaster, who will fill
Murray State will play its No. 1 player, Bitsy Hitt, whO much difference between our the No. 3 slot.

Women's Tennis Team Looks To Season Opener

TPC Leaders Come In Staggering
After 'Fun Day' At Sawgrass
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
-PONTE VEDItA BEACH,
Fla.(AP) — They came staggering in from the course
windblown, bedraggled' and
weary,.
•"Another fun day at
Sawgrass," said Tom Watson,
tongue planted firmly in
cheek.
"It was the kind of day you
couldn't expect to have many
good breaks," said Hale Irwin.
"I'scrambled and scratched
and clawed and did everything
. ..—I could to shpot 73," said Steve
Melnyk. "It just wasn't much
fun out there."
----tL'-fut the-howling winds.-that
: have became a trademark for
the prestigious Tournament
Players Championship subsided late in the day and Curtis
Strange took full advantage of
it.

The 25-.'ear-old Strange, found all day long. "It was a
and Greg Powers. Powers was
whose only pro victory came day that' tested your pa- the first man off the tee in the
last fall in Pensacola, birdied tience." Watson said. "It left
morning and gOt in most of his
his last two holes to tie Irwin you a little bit weary."
round of 69 before the weather
Watson played the front nine
for the second-rour,lead Friturned severe.
day in the event tat is billed in a spectacular 32 to take a 3Player and Mahaffey both
as the annual championship of shot lead at that point, but lost
shot 71,
.
golf's•touring players: Irwin 14 withthree bogeys in his-last --- Jek-N
itklaug, -Seeking an
had a par round of 72 and call- five holes, played into the
end to his 20-month noned it "a good score — ex- teeth o ,j.he., wind. The
winning string, remained in tioutstanding player in the
cellent."
tle contention despite a
Strange and Irwin had mat- game for the past three years double-bogey 7. He fought
his
ching Scores of 139, five shots ansfthe only two-time winner
way back for a 73 and a 142
under par for two trips over this season, rti,n had a 71
total, three strokes 'off the
unforgiving Sawgrass,a 7,000- and was ones ro back of the
pace.
leaders at 140.
yard layout.
Hubert-Green had-an erratic
"I'm pleased with the 71," 71 that included six
There was a series of rain
birdies
squalls that halted play for he said. "Anything under 74 is and five bogeys. He played
more than an hour. And it was a good score today."
one stretch of nine holes
He wits -tied with Melnyk without a par.
followed by winds gusting well
over 30 mph, winds strong and.Lee Trevino, who had a 72:
Defending Champion Lanny
Snead,, twice a run- , WgcUtins shot- 76445 -and
ANNA .19 towle,thitlxittable. _
rest room,s scattered over the -wimp f&this eyent, wag' tfie Johnny Miller wasfl-fe. Bair
course for spectators' conv_e- only man in the field to escape Floyd, a playoff winner over
nier.ce.
, without a bogey. He shot a 71 Nicklaus last weektrid, shot 76
"We were laughing about that put him at 141 and -tied and, with a 149 total, failed to
it," said Watson. But that was • With Scluth African veteran qualify for the final two
one of th.: few giggles anyone
Gary Player, John Mahaffey rounds todayand Sunday.

REGION ONE GIRLS VARSITY RUNNERUPS—The Morro High School junior varsity cheerleading
squad, which will
join Calloway County's first place team as one of 32 teams at the state competition, finished
second in the region
competition last weekend. From left are Tracy LaMastus, Leslie Hopkins, Lisa Clees, Nene
Underhill, Mary Burke,
Suzanne Pitman, Lonna Furr, Sharlisa ford. Not present for the picture was Dinah Hook.

Louisville Pep
Rally Rocks
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I A P1 —
Crawford Gym was rocking as
--fans sent the University of
Louisville Cardinals off- to
Saturday's first round of the
NCAA college basketball
finals in Indianapolis."'
The team boarded a bus
after the morning pep rally for
the two-hour trip.
And plans were already be-.
ing announced for a welcome
home party at d p.m. Tuesday
at Freedom Hall.
School was out at U of L this
week,so much of the pep rally
crowd consisted of adults and
small children straining for a
good look at players.such as
All-American guard Darrell
Griffith, Derek Smith and
even sub Daryl Cleveland.
"I'm waiting for Grill. I'm
going to get Griff's autograph
if I have to wait out by -the
bus," said Bill Rearstanding
anxiously in the gym.
Daryl_ _Cleveland__ stood1..
fOrnied avvrorisrarrno,-andyelled,"Give mea C!"
"C'" •
A. R, D,and S followed, and
Cleveland got the proper wild
responses.

UK SENIORS
BASKETBALL EXHIBITION
Kyle Macy

Jay Shidler
Lavon Williams
with
Truman Claytor
Duane Casey

VS

Louie Dampiens All Stars
Mike Casey
John Adams

Ronnie Lyons
Jim Andrews

Larry Stamper
Steve Lochmueller

At

Paducah Tilghman Gym
Sat., April 19th - 8:00 p.m.
Reserved Seats $6.50
General Admission $5.00
Tick*Can Be Purchased

At.

Dennison and Hunt, Murray
.Hunts,, Mayfield
- Reserved seat tickets can be purchased
Sporting Goods

only

at Paducah
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Louisville 'Loose' In Preparing For Game With Iowa
By JOHN WINN MILLER
Associated Press Writer

practice Friday afternoon at our style," &lid forward Wiley
Market Square Arena,.114.._
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - qot tbe_sarne kind of-pressure
"Even the fans are loose,"
in the past because nobody said freshman Daryl
Loose is the best way to
describe Louisville as it really expected us to be here Cleveland, who was surroundprepared to meet Iowa in to- at the start of the season.
ed by red-dad supporters WO"
"I hope the team is loose."
day's semifinal game of the
had come from as far away as
The Cardinals acted loose, Canada to watch the CarN CAA basketball tournament.
spending the day shopping and dinals.
"I'm a lot looser than I've walking
around Indianapolis
Ed Benson, who coaches a
been in the past at the Final
before mingling with their boys high school basketball
Four," Louisville Coach Den- fans
Friday evening.
Learn at North Bay, Ontario,
ny Cnun said after a short
"We're staying loose, that's brought three of his star

cials
the
and
the
don
_ions
tand
•ing
pro-

players 900 miles to watch the
game.
"We don't even have tickets,
but it is worth it," said Benson, who is originally from
Louisville. "There is so much
excitement here and yet
Louisville takes such a folksy
approach to the game. Basketball is so different here."
In Canada, where there are
no athletic scholarships and
no professional teams, basket-

ball plays second fiddle to
hockey,Benson said."But it is
growing," he added.
Another fan, wearing a red
cowboy hat, a red sweater and
red plaid pants, was Louisville
Mayor William Stansbury.
"This is such a great
achievement or them and
Coach Crum,"Stansbury said.
And I know the whole city is
ecstatic about them being
here."

Edgewood Dixie Heights Ousted Form Tourney

Also in the.-crowd was team, but they will have to DePaul's Ray Meyer was
former-Louisville basketball watch out for Louisville's selected outstanding coach
star Bud Olsen, the Cardinals' quickness." he said. "And I and DePaul AllAmerica Mark
leading scorer in 1962. Olsen is don't think (Iowa guard i Ron- Aguirre received the player
a scout for the National nie Lester has recovered 100 award.
Basketball
Association percent from his injury."
"It just gives them one more
Phdadephia 76ers. His brother
There was some disappointBill is a Louisville assistant.
ment in the Louisville camp thing to prove," said Randy
Olsen said he thinks when Crum was not selected Sullivan of Louisville.
Louisville can win the cham- coach of the year and his star,
Olsen added, "It was an
pionship because the -team All-America guard Darrell honor they
both deServed, but
plays with such "intensity."
Griffith, finished third in I'm sure they would rather
"Iowa is a big physical player of the year voting. win the NCAA
tournament"

Stirring Comeback Falls Short 61-57

the
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By CHARLES WOLF'E
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)Jackie Bearden, though weteyed in defeat, was considerably more composed in a
postgame interview than she
was in the heat of Edgewood
Dixie Heights' game against
Louisville Mercy Academy.
•:
ly in the third quarter, when
the Lady Colonels trailed by
as many as 18 points, and'
never ceased. Still, the 5-foot-8
senior guard managed to pour
in 14 of her 32 points in the
fourth quarter, including a
basket that tied the game at
55-all with 1:51 to go.
It was the most stirring
comeback of the girls state
high school basketball tournament, but it fell short by 61-57.
Mercy, 28-7, advanced to to- ,
day's semifinals against
Louisville.Butler.
Mercy appeared to have the
game secured with a 45-27
third-quarter lead, especially
since Dixie Heights center

the
:ville
ank only
ence

Crowd May Be As Important As Tourney Teams
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The crowds will be almost as
important to some officials as ,
the teams when the Kentucky
Boys High School basketball
tournament opens here next
week.
The Kentucky High School
Athletic Association will be interested in how many fans
turn out to support the tournae• Association officials
nowledge that tournament
revenue is important, altd
they recall that la.41' year's
tournament in Lexington's
Rupp
Arena generated
$423,648.
In. 1978, when the tournament was last held in

Hilary McHugh fouled out which outlasted Knott County Thar -big part of our game
with just seven points.
Central 55-49, and Franklin -outside shooting."
But Bearden, who ended her County, 31-5, which humbled
With Johnsen in foul trouble,
high school career with 3020 Heath 61-44.
"we thought we'd be cookpoints, seemed to engineer the
West Hopkins Coach Doug ing," Harris said. "But they
comeback through sheer force Harris, like Pikeville Coach were getting it in to Rhodes,
of will.
Hilliard Howard before him, she was getting fouled and
"We felt we had to have tagged Butler as Saturday's they were hitting their free
Hilary in the game to win, but favorite.
throws. We couldn't get ours
nothing's
impossible,"
"That's the next state cham- to drop."
a
a a •
IS •
I
•-• • .
•
I •
continue to •la
Butler Coach Tena Leahy,
this season, we were down by like that," Harris said.
though elat ay r
m
22 points in the first half and
The Bearettes got 16 points showing,'had definite ideas
won by 10. We just reminded from Robin Rhodes and 15 about the-semifinal.
ourselves of that. We had a from Stephanie Edwards,
"I don't want to play Mercouple of good breaks and, built a 35-20 halftime lead,an*.. cy," she said. "They've imbefore I knew it, we were back coasted home. Center Patricia proved tremendously since we
in the game again.
Johnson got in early foul trou- beat them early in the year.
"It's hard to play catch up, ble and scored 12 points- ex- They have great depth and
but we had to be prepared to actly 20 fewer than she scored Charlie (Coach Charlie Just)
get behind a little because the night before against uses his bench extremely
teams get so psyched up for Pikeville.
well."
us," she said. "But 18 points is
Hardly anyone noticed,
Merey used a zone defense
a little too much."
however, as West Hopkins early in the season, but since
Mercy, meanwhile, used the managed to hit just 29 percent has switched to a pressing
24-point scoring of Laura of its floor shots and never man-to-man,she said.
Poschinger to advance to to- challenged 'after the first
"Charlie's .gone back to
day's shootout with Butler, 28- quarter.
what he believes in. That's the
4, which crushed West
."It just wasn't meant to be difference in Mercy," Leahy
Hopkins 70-49. Also advancing tonight," Harris said. "We said.
were Oldham ,County, 29-5, just couldn't get it to drop.
Oldham County Coach-Dave

Louisville, the revenue wasi
$293,996.
Some 15,800 fans attended
last year's final game in Rupp
Arena. About 8,000 persons attended the previous year's
finals in Louisville.
Next year's tournament has
been awarded to Lexington,
but on April 18 the 10-person
Board of Control of the
KHSAA will meet in Lexington
to choose the 1982 tournament
site.
"With the kind of finarwial
problems we're dealing *ith
taday, I'd be kidding you if I
said finances didn't mean
anything,"said assistant _commissioner Billy Wise.
"Finances are just one of the

things we look at, but they're
probably the most important
thing."
For 14 consecutive years,
from 1965 through the 1978
tournament, the champions of
Kentucky's 16 regions played
the tournament in Louisville.
When it was moved to Lexington last year there was a 33
percent increase . in attendance and a 44 percent increase in revenue.
Merchants and businessmen
left work and attended afternoon games in .Rupp Arena.
Post-game disco dances were
copducted in the Lexington
Center.
"We tried to give people a
week they'd remember," said

over Chicago.
Elsewhere
it
was
Philadelphia 108, New Jersey
99; Atlanta 108, Detroit 95;
San Antonio 116, Indiana 109;
Milwaukee 121, Golden State
93; Kansas City 102, Utah 98;
Seattle 107,San Diego 104, and
Phoenix 111,Portland 100.
Wilkerson forced the first
overtime with a, last-second
jump shot, Ricky Sobers put it
into the third overtime with a
three-point basket, then
Wilkerson got a three-pointer
of his own in the final session,
when the Bulls missed five
straight field goals attempts
as Denver pulled away.
Dan Issel topped the Nuggets with 30 points, and

Wilkerson - added 23. David
Greenwood led Chicago with
27 points while Reggie Theus
and Dwight Jones had 24
apiece.
76ers 108, Nets 99
New Jersey Coach Kevin
Loughery wasn't happy watching his starters kick the
game away in the first half,so
he did something about it. He
put in his reserves for a while
against' Philadelphia and let
them kick it away.
By halftime, the 76ers' lead
was 64-52 and the margin
widened to 21 points late in the
third period. The Nets never
got closer than 11 after that.'
Lionel Hollins had a season.
high 26 points for the 76ers.

Carter Doesn't Change Minds

•

are not going to get out of
Afghanistan. Well, if you are
not playing to win, why play at
all?"
In a formal vote, 44 athletes
Jane Frederick of Santa
voted against the Carter posiBarbera, Calif.,. a pention, 29 supported a boycott
tattlonist, said she changed
and 24 absoained.
her Mind after listening to
Fred
Newhouse
of
Carter and other White House
Shreveport, Lie, a gold medal
aides.
winner in track in 1976,said he
"After what I heard today,
supported the president two
instead of voting anti-boycott,
months ago because he
I abstained. I need to reassess
thought it might save lives.
my thinking. There are things
Now, with no movement by
that are greater than an intlje Soviet Union, he bar
dividual and sports.
changed his mind.
- not -in -sport for
ge_l w_tilre_ being used as .
lligerent rea.§9.0,"she said.
sl-riall,tiawns in a big game,"
I'grudgingly accept the
he said. "I just don't agree - 4ioycott. I say grudgingly
that the tactics he is taking is because the government has
going to do much to Russia. never supported us but now
Carter admits the' Russians they need us,
message but all agreed it was
plain that he meant: "We
aren't going to Mokotv."

organized group was making a experience here. We're doing
visible effort to accommodate what we can to make sure that
the tournament."
everybody gets a hotel room
This year the Condention at an affordable price."
Bureau is trying to showlt- Board members have said
does not want to lose the tour- some fame complained last
nament for good. It has been year of price gouging at some
pushing tickets, passing out Lexington hotels and parking
bumper stickers and buttons charges of $2 or $3. It costs 50
and advertising on highway cents to park, at the
billboards.
Fairgrounds.
•
Russ Anderson, executive
"I know of some people who
director of the Convention had to stay in either RichBureau, said the Executive mond, Frankfort or Mt. SterlInn, a hotel near Freedom ing," said _Barney Thweatt,
Hall, has purchased $3,000 principal of Christian County
`worth of radio advertising that and Board of Control presiwill plug the tourney next dent. "A number of the local
week.
hotels priced themselves out
"I think people • here are of the market for the average
sincerely interested in keep- high school kid. I think
ing the tournament," said sometimes we lose sight that
- Anderson. "We want to make the tourney is actually for the
s.uee.that people have a pod kid:"

Winfred Boynes paced the
Nets with 21 arid Cliff Robinson had 20.
Hawks 108,Pistons 95
John Drew's 29 points and
Eddie Johnson's 28 helped
Atlanta catty to beat the
Piston's for the sixth time in
six gamea this year aft saddle
them with their 10th consecutive defeat.
"In all six games against
them they have beaten us in
the first quarter," Johnson
said of the Pist011s; who led 3124 after one period and 52,19
after two."We overtake them--„.
in the seCond half. They are a
young and aggressive team."
John Long of Detroit had 24
of his 32 points in the first half.

Of Athletes Concerning Boycott

Moscow," Carter told the
By TOM SEPPY •
. AP Sports Writer,
athletes during a 20
.minute
WASHINGTON
AP - speech in 'the East Room.
President Carter didn't "Ours will not go.
"I say that not with any
alike many minds but
American athletes now knqw equivocation. The decision has
emphatically that the United been made."
States will not compete in the
Carter said it was necessary
Olympic Games this summer
for the United States and other
in Moscow.
nations "let our voices be
Carter, who has pressed for heard in an absolutely clear
two months for a international way, and not add the imboycott of. the Games as primateur of approval to the
punishment to the Soviets for Soviet Union and its governtheir invasion of Afghetistan, ment."
summoned 100 athletes to the
He said participation in the
----White,---House- -Friday to tell:,-Olympic-Games in Alamo!
them, face-to-face, that no U. would give the Soviets that apS. team will go to
proval.
"I can't say at this moment
After the White House
what other nations will not go meeting, the athletes gave
to the Summer Olympics in varying opinions on the Carter

victory.
Of Combs' performance,
Weedman said, "If I'd been a
fan up in the stands I'd have
enjoyed it. But from where I
was sitting, it wasn't very
nice.She is a player."
Knott County Coach Sam
Smith said he decided early in
the game to have his guards
trap Oldham County
ballhandler Lori Oldham.
-We saw how she was handling the ball at the start, whirling as she brought it up the
floor," Smith said.
Said Weedman, "It was
good strategy on Sam's part,
but give credit to the adjust-

ment Lori made in the second
half. She started dribbling
behind her back and didn't
whirtanymgre."
Unlike Weedman, Franklin
County Coach Nancy Finney
had a relaxing day against
Heath. Her Lady Flyers got 25
points from sophomore allstater Connie Goins, stormed
to a 43-10 halftime lead and
were never in trouble
"I never dreamed We'd hit
so well (48 percent) and they
would shoot so poorly (34 percent)," Finney said. "We felt
their one weakness was in
ballhandling and we haven't
seen many teams here that we
think can run with us."
Heath tried to make a game
of it in the second half,scoring
the first nine points of the
third quarter, but the damage
had been done.
"We expected to come out
flat," Finney said."We talked
about it and warned them
about itin the locker room,but
when you're cold, you're
cold."

Tom Minter, executive director of the Lexington Center.
What do association officials
want to see this year?
"I don't think there is any
doubt that the board members
will be waching to see how
Louisville backs the tournament," said Denzil Ramsey,
the retired Stuart High principal who is a Board of Control
member. "Oh, they'll just
generally be watching to see
what kind of pleasant atmosphere it is for the visitors.
"But, of course, they'll be
looking at the crowds. Face it.
Finances are important."
Ramsey speculates that
Louisville "may have gotten
used to having it and no

Wilkerson's Eight In Second OT Hands Bulls Heartbreaking Loss
It was, Chicago Bulls Coach
Jerry Sloan seemed to be saying,a matter of postponing the
inevitable.
"The only disappointing fact
came near the end of the first
overtime when the score was
tied and we had 10 seconds to
win the game. But we had a
complete breakdown and the
ball was shot with reckless
abandon and we were lucky
we didn't lose it then," he said
after Friday night's heartbreaker.
It took two more extra
periods before the Bulls lost it.
Bobby Wilkerson's eight
points in •the third overtime
finally carried the Denver
Nuggets to a 134-128 victory

Weedman had some anxious
moments on the bench against
Knott County Central. His
anxiety was directly attributable to Patriots' guard
Sharon Combs, who seemed to
be giving a shooting clinic.
Combs poured in 26 points,
including 16 in the third
quarter, but the Colonels beat
Knott County's press in the

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA
Standings
Eastern toolernar
Anemic thstrion
W L
Pit
y-Boaton
56 IS
1821
714
New York
3020
494
Wastarigton
35 41
461
New Jersey
410
32
amend Minket
1-Atlanta
48 29
.623
San Adam°
39 313
506
Houston
37 40
481
Indiana
35 43
449
Cleveland
34 43
442
Detroit
14 62
36'
Western Canference
Midwest Minim
y-Milwaukee
46 a
590
y-Kansas City
45 32
564
Denver
31)
Clucargo
27 50
.351
Utah
31 54
299
Pacific Division
y-tas Angeles
55 V
714
y-Seattle
52 34
.66('
y-Phoents
51 26
.662
Poilland
2142
.4.56
San Diego
449
35 43
Goldei State
23 55
_36
eklinched division title
yclinched playoff berth
Friday's Games
Atlanta 106 Detroit 95
Philadelphia 106, New Jersey 99
Denver 134, Chicago 126 3 OT
San Antonio 116, Indium 109
Milwaukee 121, Golden State 93
Kansas Qty 102, Utah 96
Phoenix 111, Portland BE
Seattle 107, San Diego 104
Saturday's Games
Washington at New Yont
Beitan at Cleveland
Indiana at Houston
Los Angeles at Seattle
Sunday's Games
San Antonio at Atlanta
New Jersey at Boston
Golden State at Chicago
New York at Philadelphia
Detroit at Washington
Denver at Phoenix
Utah at Ins Angeles
San Diego at Portland
Kansas Qty at Seattle
Monday's Games
No games scheduled

Transactions

Sports In Brief
OLYMPICS
WASHINGTON AP)
President
Curter told -Ameneari athletes That Me
United States will not participate in the
Olympic Games in Moscow this surn-

GB
frier
3Li
20Li ` Carter made the announcement to a
group of 97 athletes summoned to the
23
White House. Half those athletes later
27
voted to oppose the President's position
TENNIS
FRANKFURT, West Germany, cAPi
9
- Brian Gottfned joined Stan Smith.
11
Tim Gullikson, and South African Johan
134
Knek in the semifinals of the $175,000
14
Frankfurt WCT men's tennis tournament.
'e444r4441.
Hein:
eliminated
Guethbardt
74; Kriek ousted
Waits
Butch
6-3;
4-6,
downed
Smith
6-2,
is
Raul Raimrex of Mexico 6-3, 6-4, and
16
Gulhkson beat Tomas -Saud of
111L2
Czechoslovakia
6-3,7-5.
224
NEW YORK ( AP) - Thirdseeded
Billie Jean King whipped Australian
Wendy Turnbull 6-2, 6-2 and Evonne
2,i
Goolagong
of Australia beat Kathy Jor4
6-1,6-4 to move into the_senuffflals of
dan
20
the 9300,000 Women's Tennis Chiftipion20Li
ships.
32's
GOLF
PONT'E VEDRA BEACH,Fla. I AP)Curtis Strange birdied his last two holes
and tied Hale Irwin for the secondround
lead in the storm-delayed second round
of the Tournament Players Championship.
Strange shot a round of 71 to tie Irwin
at 139. Tom Watson, Lee Trevino and
Steve Melnyk were a shot back at 140.
LAS VEGAS, Nev. ( AP) - Hollis
Stacy shot a par-72 and grabbed a twostroke lead over Jo Ann Washam after
two rounds of the 9200,000 LPGA National Pro-/tin.
Stacy has a 142 total after an opening
70. Donna Capon' Young, wIth a 74, and
Judy Rankin, with a 73, were tied for
third at 145.
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia I AP ) Mark MeNufty of Britain fired an Sunder par 64 for a 131 total and a ninestroke lead over five other golfers after
two rounds of the Malaysian Open.
BOWLING
WINDSOR LOCKS, Conn. API Earl Anthony, bowling only one sirb-200
game in the final round, grabbed the
topseeded position for today's final in the
$131,000 BPAA US.Open.
Anthony finished with a seven-round
total of 13,503 pins - 551 more than runnerup Mike Aulby. Joining them in the
nationally televised final will be thirdseeded Guppy Troup, fourth-seeded
Steve Bnchta and fifth-seeded Steve
Martin.

F00111ALL
Nadonal Football League •
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS-Traded an uncitsciceed draft choice to the Las Angeles
Rams for John Cappelletti, runrung back.
Canadian Football League
SASKATCHEWAN ROUGHRIDERSSussed Lawrie Skolrood tight end; Al Jots's,
defensive tackle; Harlan Huckleby, ruining
back; and Ken Berns,offensive tackle.
WINNIPEG BLUE BOMBERS-Signed
Mack Green and &ben Lee limn.ruining backs, and , Rick Lyall, defensive
bneman.
HOCKEY
Naiad Hockey League
DETROIT RED WINGS-Fired Bobby
)(roma,head coach.
• COLLEGE
PRINCETON-Named Steve Schnall
defensive coordinator and secondary coach.

Exhibition
Baseball
Friday's Games
Montreal 9, Detroit"B"5
Minnesota 5, New York iN I 4
Texas 6, Atlanta 2
Philadelphia "A" 11, Chicago A
Tunrito 6, Philadelphia 'H'S, 11 inninxt,
Kansas CIty 9,anannati 3
Balton 7, Los Angeles6
&Innis 10, Houston 4
Milwaulose 14, Cleveland 3
Dokland2,SesuleO
California 5,Chaugo f N )3
San Diego 1,San Francisco0
Pittsburgh 6, Detroit"A"3
_ Batninore 14, New York(A)0

If You Don't Need This...
Then You
Need

Adequate
Wiring!
For electrical safety and efficiency, adequate wiring is a necessity.
If the wiring systept isn't big enough to carry your home's full electrical load, appliances can't operate properly. Symptoms of
inadequate wiring are-TV picture shrinks, lights dim, appliances
heat slowly, and fuses or breakers often blow or trip. If your home
has any of these symptions, you should have the wiring system
brought up to national and local codes as soortas Kossible.spsually,
this is a major undertaking, so deal with a reputable electrical contractor.

401 Olive

Murray Eledric
System

p.

753-5312
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Outdoor Editor: Mary Borrow

MitEINID OUTDOORS

By Wide hem

Now Is The Time
To Go After Big Bass
•My hands are so cold I
don't think I can make another
cast," Malcolm Lane said,
laying down his rod. Water
dripped off his beard and
covered his glasses with an
opaque glaze.
And I wasn't in much better
shape. I was thankful for my
The 11,1004KI Of the Kentucky Lake Bass Club tearnansent were left to right, Larry Camp first Oen* with eight pessoods
old army skull cap with warm
—ea-r-flapsisut-myeight ounces, Harold Griffin second place with six pounds six ounces, and Mark Mended: took third place with fear
waterproof storm suit had
pounds 14 ounces.
Photos By Mary Barrow
allowed in enough rain to
thoroughly dampen my seat.
I'd left my gloves back at the
house, and my hands were
The Kentucky Lake Bass Club held their first club tournasunrise pink from the cold.
ment of the year, out of Kenlake Marina,Saturday, March 15.
And to add to my condition, I'd
The lake was rough and there were several gates open at the
slipped off the trailer when
dam, which made for tough fishing.
launching the boat and earned
The club had twenty men fishing the tournament, and there
a boot full of water for my
was twenty fish brought in. Most of the fish came ort crank
carelessness.
baits and around rocky points.
But oh, spring and those
The fish were brought to the scales in large plastic bags fillearly season bass Malcolm
ed with water and then all live fish were released into the
and I had worked ourselves
lake. Out of the twenty fish brought to the scales all twenty
into a fever at a recent dinner
were released alive
engagement, and cold or not,
we.were going to wet a line!
The logic was sound enoligh.
This is the time of year to
astch a big bass. When spring
starts edging winter away and
it
the waters in Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes warm the first
By Mary Barrow
fish nght-now.
few degrees, the biggest sheThe water temperature has
Murray Bait Co. has had a bass respond by moving into
steadily gone up this week and few fishermen in this week shallow water. They like the
the crappie fishing should with nice strings of crappie. warmth, and they locate
begin to pick up. Right now the Mason Thomas came in a around stumps or brush to
crappie seem to be the most couple of days with several feed sluggishly on whatever
active among the fish'. Some crappie one day he had 53. happens by.
I got onto early season bass
nice bass are being caught Ricky Crouch and Tammy
around the rocky points with Miller. both of Murray, came fishing several years ago. I
crank baits and spinner baits. by Thursday afternoon with 44 kept hearing reports of two
Big Mac's reports a few crappie, the pair were fishing---a-ftgtegs..43 Murray who were
Veils the last
anglers out, this week and on Barkley Lake in about 12 to loading their
most of the fish are coming 16 feet of water. Most of their of February during an
Harold Griffin took big bass !tows with this few
from Barkley Lake. Crappie fish weighed about a pound unusually warjn spell. And
\rad five ounce lumber.
seem to be the most popular and a half each. Now may be I'm not talking about little
the time to pick up a few bank runners. These were big
minnows and try your luck. fish, bass ruining in the 4-8
pound class. Personally
The Browse A Bout. at Lake
eyeing
one of these catches
City said the sauger have
confirmed the reports,. and I
slowed down a lot but there
was out the next day trying to
are a -fe-tv crappie being
caught below Barkley Dam. duplicate their feat.
Through the seasons I've
The- new owner of the Bay
had some fair amount of luck
View Market, on Donaldson
in early to mid-March. The
Creek, on Barkley Lake, said
best bass I've ever caught
that the weather has kept
weighing 8 lbs. 4 ozs.) came
(
most of the fishermen in this
Mar. 5, 1976 out of Kentucky
week but with the warm
Lake. And there- were other
weather and rising water
temperatures things should ..good ones, several fish in the
4-6 pound range. The numbers
pick up.
were never great; if you want
Kenlake Marina reported a
a lot of action, this isn't the
few fishermen out and had
brought in some crappie. Most time. But the few fish caught
were disproportionately large.
of the fish have been corning
Malcolm, a former guide on
from about 15 feet of water-on
Kentucky Lake, has had the
the dropoffs and in brushpiles.
They had not seen many bass same experience. And that's
why we got so worked up. One
being brought in except for the
led to another,and as the
story
ones
brought in by the KenStudents front East Elementary school observed National Wildlife Week by preparing a
evening wore on the fish got
tucky
Lake
Bass
Club
last
short report on wildlife habitat and presenting it at the East PTC meeting held Thursday
bigger and easier to catch. We
Saturday, during their club
night.
parted by picking a date the
tournament.
Eoch student was assigned an animal to make his or her report on. Paul Slack, of Paul's
next week and promising each
Water Levels
Taxidermy, furnished all the mounted wildlife forth, students to study.
other to be ready to start the
And Temperatures
Students participating wore from loft, Lisa Meader, Jamie McKnight, Laura Alton, Julio
Wednesday, March 19, spring crusade.
Seeling, Darin Lehi:, Shane Wall, Jennifer Jarrett and Joey Nicks.
The weather leading up to
Barkley Lake upper stage
354.9, lower stage 325.5. Water our date was good, warm and
Photo by Mary Barrow
temperatures: surface 46 sunny, and I sensed that the
degrees;
10feet 48 degrees: 25 bass were stirring. But luck of
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
For Tighter
feet 49 degrees. Kentucky the Irish for English or
French or wherever my
Ferrules
Lake upper stage 354.7.
family came from), the
ferrules
If
on
your
Thursday, March
20,
morning of our trip dawned in
fiberglass casting or spinning Barkley Lake upper
stage
rod slip apart too easily, you 355.02, lower stage 326.52. a hard snow. The stuff was
can remedy the problem with Water temperatures: surface sticky, melting on the roads,
powdered rosin-the same 48 degrees; 10 feet 49
but it blew with a force to whip
degrees;
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
powner used on turkey-call 25 feet 50 degrees. Kentucky the lake into a froth.
"Hello? Yeah, Malcolm, I
boxes. Merely. dust the rosin Lake upper stage 354.97.
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
looked outside. Oh, it's
over the male ferrule. When
have
Friday, March 21, Barkley
the rod is assembled the rosin Lake upper stage 355.21, lower going to warm up. I believe
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storagewill firmly grip the interior of stage 329.3. Water tem- the worst part is over. Huh?
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
.
yeah, I've heard of a few fish
the tube. bolding Jod pints peratures:
surface
98_
intact. Pool-cue chalk will do degrees; 10 feet 49 degrees; 25 being caught;tand• today just
Rt. 1 Hardin
5821 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
the same job, but rosin is feet 50 degrees. Kentucky might be the time to go. All the
"N. -,..."•.:NZist\-\..
superior.
pros say there's good fishing
lake upper stage 355.04.

Club Tournament

Fishing Report, Lake
And River Stages

Cold rain and blustery winds can take the pleasure out of a March fishing trip onto
Kentucky Lake. But the fact remains: now is'the time to go after big bass. The trophy
fish are the first to move into shallow water as tie lake starts to warm.
when a front's passing. Yeah.
I've got the boat ready and the
batteries charged. Okay, I'll
be ready when you get here."
On the ramp the situation
looked pretty good. Blue
patches of sky could be seen
between the grey, and the
wind had laid to the point
where we could run on the
lake. We both felt that we
could find a cove with the right
cover where we'd be out of the
breeze.
The best pattern this time of
year is. gravel points with
stumps or brush present. Past
experience has taught us that
these are the spots where the
fish come first, the most accessible to the deep water
sanctuaries where they while
away the winter. Crayfish are
starting to be active, and since
this is the bass's favorite food
this time of year, we both were
throwing small crankbaits.
Things started well. We
found that cove where the
wind wasn't a factor, and we
started working the first point
with great expectations. It felt
good to be slinging a plug after
so long a layoff. This was like
opening day on anything doves, ducks, deer...With each
cast there was the anticipation. The concentration.

The careful working of the
bait over dark shadows in the
water that could erupt any
time with a wall candidate
largemouth.
•
We hadn't paid attention to
the sky, but when it opened up
there was no ignoring it. The
rain started as a little drizzle;
then it increased to a, more
respectable level. We 'pulled
up hoods and closed tackle
boxes and moved on to the
next point.
Still no fish, nothing we
could even mistake for a
strike. We changed baits and
places, wiping away water
and buttoning collars and
tying drawstrings around our
faces. The wind was changing
now and whipping, making it
hard to control the boat.
Malcolm had brought his
Labrador, Jelly, and she
shiVeredand stared at us with
that ears down, head down
look of disgust.
"Boy, it's great being
outdoors," Malcolm said at
one point.
"Uh huh," I agreed. I didn't
think I could control my teeth
long enough to give a more
intelligible answer.
It's funny how the mind
works. My concentration
shifted over the course of an

how-. Before, I meditated on
submerged stumps and.
wiggling baits. Now I could
see warm showers and coffee
and dry underwear.
"I've got a suggestion," I
Said. "Why don't we crank up
the motor and point the boat
toward home' I've had just
about all the fun I can stand
for one day." Malcolm was
quick to agree, and soon the
ramp was a welcome sight
indeed.
So now it's started. My 1980
bass year is officially open. I
can't help but be optimistic
about the pleasure and success of future outings. After
all, I paid my dues on the first
trip. After that, things can't go
any direction but uphill.

Remember!
The
Jenny
Ridge
Bowhuoters Society is holding
their annual Hard Times
Shoot at the city park today
from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Remember this is National.
Wifillife Week and you might
think of something to do to
improve wildlife habitat, or
not to do such as clean that
fence row quite so clean.

'ssssssssss
Kenlake Marina

,
Gov. lel* Y. Brown, Jr. signed a proclamation declaring Kentucky's official partkipatieu in Natienal Wildlife Week, March 14-22. Attending the ceremony were (from
left to right) Carl E. Keys, commissioner of the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources,
ledge R. Lester Mullins, president of the Lougee of Kentucky Sportsmen and Dr. Fred R.
Screggin, president of the National Wildlife Fesissraffen. The theme of this year's National
Wildlife Week is "Save.Place for Wildlife" and the governor's proclamation stressed the
impertance of protecting wildlife habitat from farther*daterleinlion. (Dept: of Fish &
Wildlife photo)
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641 Super Shell
.

Where "Service Is Our Business

Storey s

Foodelaut
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Hw.641 South.

75319131

Your 11-Haul Headquarters

Hwy:441 So.

Phone 7S3-8322
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Fins at Feathers
The Duck Coll
By('hank MeKenney
I mentioned in last week's
article that the next Duck Call
would talk about next year's
season. Well, to do this I,
needed to have a talk with
someone - that knows a lot
more about ducks than I ever
hope to know.

to
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and.
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So here's my conversation present 107 days allowed by
Answer - No, not as far as I
with Mr Dibble. I'll print it the Federal Migratory Bird know; it is next to impossible
just like a playboy interview, Treaty.
to change a season without
maybe it .Will hold your atThe fact is that Kentucky some preplanning by several
tention.
now takes its days as late in agencies.
Queatian - Can Kentucky the season as law permits, Question - Does deep
_start its season a little later, Most states north of us have southern states say Florida
say around December 1?
finished their season before have a duck season that exAnswer - Yes, however, you ours even begins. So unless the tends past January 20th.
I'm lucky because just the wquld be losing hunting days laws are changed by the
Answer - I can't comment on
man lives in Murray and is that the state can offer hun- council the dates will remain Florida
because Florida is not
known as Frank Dibble. Mr. ters.
about the same next season. in the Mississippi Flyway it is
Dibble is the chief waterfowl
Question - Could the season
placed in the Atlantic Flyway.
Question - Did Tennessee
biologist for the state and be extended past January 20th
However, none of the states in
have their season extended
represents Kentucky on the for duck or goose hunting?
the Mississippi Flyway have
Mississippi Flyway Council.
Answer - No, not under the this past year?
season's past January 20th.
- _Before any_pr.ediclions_ for
the upcoming season can be
made several factors must be
considered.
First, and most important is
how good will the nesting
season be in Canada this
spring and summer. Of
course, the nesting depends
mainly upon the amount of
rain; this is why Ducks
Unlimited spends the majority
of their budget on water
control projects in Canada.
Secondly, and what many
biologist feel that is just as
important as the hatch, is the
condition that the ducks
return to their breeding
grounds from their wintering
grounds.
Many biologist feel that if
the winter was bad, food was
hard to find, and the ducks had
to move deep into the southern
U.S. that the hatch will suffer
CLUB CAMPOUT — Members of the Twin takers Good Sam Recreational Vehicle
even if water is available
Chapter of West Kentucky met at Piney Campground, Land Between the Lakes, on
during the hatch.
March 14, 1"). and 16, for its first campout of the season with Tom and Helen HoganThe third factor, and an
camp as wagonmasters with Rudolph and Opal Howard as their assistants. A potluck
important
one for us, is the
supper was served on Saturday night. A vesper service with Hogancamp and Howard
weather conditions in the
in charge was held on Sunday morning followed by a field trip to see a beaver colony.
upper Mississippi Valley.
Sitting by the campfire at the Hogancamp campsite are, from left, I. B. Burkeen, club
The weather caused Kenpresident, Harry and Betty Cartwright, arid -the Hogancamps. Other members at the
tucky hunters to have a very
campout were Hugh and Larue-Wallace, Bill and Norette Hill, Hunter and VVinnie Love,
bad season this yesar.
Ashler Thurman, lohn and loan Bowker, lo Buckeen, limmy, Sherrie, and Ginger
Illinois had a mild winter
Graham, Angel Adams, Harold, Ruth, and Denise Eversmeyer. The club will meet at
with little snow prior to our
Taylor Bay ip the Land Between the Lakes on April 19, 20, and 21 with the Bowkers as
wagonmasters, assisted by the Cartwrights.
Photos By Jo Madmen

What's Happening In LBL

Ridge
siding
imes
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SPRING CAMPING — March brings many campers out and a special area for local
campers is at Piney Campground, Land Between the Lakes. Pictured are Phillip and
lacicie Morris, left, and Patricia Black, right, as they grill steaks at their trailers on Saturday, March 1 5. The two families include Scotty, son of the Morris, and Larry and
Patricia Miller with their children, Tammy, Keith, and Mark. Other local families also
camping at Piney that weekend include the Jules Harcourt8, the William Rvans, and
the foe Pat lohnsons.

The following activities are
scheduled for the next two
weeks in Land Between The
Lakes LBL), TVA's public
in
demonstration
area
western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Building for Birds,
March 23; join the staff
throughout the day to construct a birdhouse; materials
provided; there will be a 12hour slide presentation at 2
and 3 p.m.; Center Station, 2
and 3 p.m. Forestry Enrichment Series, Marcp 25-30,
Camp Energy Group Camp:
limited to 25 people; cost for
overnight camping is 50 cents
per night per person; individuals
must furnish
camping equipment and food:
reservations are required; for
additional information contact
Recreation-Interpretive
Services, TVA-Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond.
Kentucky 42231, telephone
(502) 924-5602, extension,.290

oppy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

753-4111

Cain's, AMC,Jeeil

Telephone,502-436-5483

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
,1••••

Hwy.641 North'

GRAYSON

McCLURE
Take 91 East out of Mur.-oy For 2 mites Turn
right on 280
follow 280 for 7 macs post Sooner s
Grocery Take
blacktop onto Ponorornjond follow blacktop to
your right

BorytwiiRK

322 4

season opening and all during
our season.
If you were a duck and had
plenty of corn fields to feed in,
and lots of open water to rest
on you wouldn't want to fly
over into Kentucky and gel
shot at now would you! And of
course the same applies for
geese. They usually can take a
little rougher weather than
most ducks and corn is their
main food,so that's why there
were so few geese in the West
Kentucky area this past
season.
Now for next seasons
predictions. We know that
Kentucky hunter's didn't hurt
the duck population last
season. We know that the
ducks had a mild winter. We
know that they had a good food
supply through most of their
wintering areas. Also, we
know that the over all duck
population was suppose to be
up about eight to ten percent
last season.
What we don't know is what
the weather will be in Canada
this spring and summer and
down here next December and
January.
Here's a couple of big 1}"s.
If it rains enough in the
Canadian pot-hole country this
summer and if the upper
Mississippi Valley freezes in
nest winter we should have
one fine duck season here in
West Kentucky.
I am already looking forward to next season, I bet you
are too! Remember it can't be
any worse - it's got to get
better.
Those crappie are just
waiting for a hook and a
minnow.
MAY ALL YOUR HUNTING
BE
SAFE
AND
ENJOYABLE.

900 Sycamore
153-5142

Butter Churning, March 29;
join the farm family as they
make butter the old-fashioned
way; The Homeplace-1850, 10
a.m. Handloom Weaving
Workshop. March 29; learn to
use a handloom for creative
expression; $3 registration fee
covers frame and an assortment of fibers; bring _a sack
lunch; preregistration is
required; call Program
Coordinator, (502) 924-5802,
extension 243; Empire Farm,
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Nature's
Housing Shortage, March 29;
meet at Center Station to learn
some answers to problems in
the animal world; following
the program will be a field trip
to look for signs of wildlife and
its homes; Center Station, 1
p.m. Who Lives Here?, March
29; a 45-minute walk to see
which animal lives where and
why; Center Station, 2:30 p.m.
Kite Flying, March 30; team
your creativity and ingenuity
to make your own kite and fly
it in our contest; materials
supplied; fun for all ages;
Empire Farm, 1:00 to 4:30
p.m. Sharing Your Yard With
Wildlife,
March
30;
everything needs a home, yet
a wildlife it's getting harder to
find one; the program will
explore some ways you can
provide homes for wildlife
right in your own backyard;
Center Station, 1:30 p.m. Let
Your Fence Row Grow, march
30; a program geared toward
farmers and other landowners,
on how private land can be
managed to provide food and
cover. for wildlife; Center.
Station, 3:30 p.m.

1.==)1/0,111=18,
041,4==4
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Photo Courtesy Murray Salt Co

hitY NelPhes

Ming tine
I hope most of you are
planning a fishing trip soon
because they are beginning to
lite in Kentucky and Barkley
lakes.
Last Saturday was absolutely perfect for boating
and fishing activity. Most of
the fishermen caught fish of
all kinds.
Of course the largest of the
gamefish taken was a
largemouth bass that weighed
8 pounds. Crank baits
produced the best when cast
around shallow. treetops,
brushpiles and stumps. I used
a red rebel wee R to catch a
nice bass but later switched to
chartreuse and caught a
larger Kentucky bass. I had
several more strikes but
couldn't get them in the boat.
I launched at Kenlake
marina and fished south to
Blood River enjoying the day
immensely. There are several
sea gulls still using this area
and they are beautiful to
watch. They feed on the shad
minnows that are dying as the
water continues to warm
rapidly.
If you see a concentration of
gulls in the air, you can bet
they are over a school of
minnows and a school of
gamefish under the minnows.
Two bass'n men from a
Hopkinsville bass club, caught
30 pounds of bass between
them. I didn't get their names
because I never have a pen
when I need it.
J. W. Wilham, operator of
Kenlake marina, reported
that fishing activity had increased a great deal but stW
wasn't up to par. The water
temperature is in the high 40's
but should be in the 50's. If we
can get some sunshine on the
dingy water it will warm
much faster. It will also bring
more gamefish into the
shallow water along the
shoreline.' —
Fish do not have eyelids and
cannot stand direct sunlight
for very long but when the
spring rainfall starts washing
the banks and clouding the

The Furtakers Association
Wilt- be holding a meeting
today at 2 p.m. at the Peoples
Bank Branch at Chestnut and
12th Street.
-

WATSON'S
Fish Market
159-1208
So. 1 2th,St.
We Spec,obre

753-6448

Mason Thomas, Murray, looks over his catch of 53 crappie he took Tuesday, March 18,
Thomas was fishing on Kentucky Lake.

In

Kenturky lol.e Catfish

water, many species will
venture in and search for food
all day long.
Several nice catches of
crappie were reported last
week on Kentucky and
Barkley lakes. Minnows are
still the best fished from 8 to 15
feet along creek channels and

dropoffs. It shouldn't be long
before the big slabs start to
move in so get out your gear,
clean it, and be ready. Oh
yeah, it is a new season so
don't forget your fishing
license.
Happy Fishing.

Cindy Howard, a student at the University of Illinois,
measures the noise level output of an off-road vehicle using
▪'decibel meter at Turkey Bay In TVA's Land Between The
Lakes. The experiment was part of the activities in. week
long March Consortium held in LBL recently that various
universities attended.
(TVA PHOTO ity K.via Kinnameon)
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HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N. 4th
753-677!+

1111,0

Ip*

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday 1-6
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HEALTH

Special Deductions Apply

Disease mocks senility

gitzri

Lawrence

IAMB
Do you
.c.e Health Letter or pani-:'
n Alzheimer's disease"
;rio ,
1 neurologist diagnosed my
condition
as
1 • .iht :met N disease after she
andergone numerous
• es-b• She s been having recent
-s of memory confusion and
,:lafidio. to concentrate I
i.r.dcrstand many oldsters are
ted with it Are there any
mins or health foods that
ht-lp her The neurologist
s.osno
DEAR READER -- I wish
Ir.at I could be the bearer of
tidings. Unfortunately. I
..annot Alzheimer's disease is
,Ilsease of the brain and it
a-, affect people in the same
▪
that aging sometimes
fife( rs the brain. Its exact

cause is not known except it
can occur in people at a relatively young age. far earlier
in life than you would expect
to see from simple aging
The symptoms are the same
as you might see with aging of
the brain which includes the
problems with memory, mental confusion and inability to
concentrate that you mention.
as well as others It is not
caused by poor circulation to
the brain The symptoms may
be similar but the cause is
entirely different Unfortunately, there is no available
CUIT

I am sending you The
Health Letter number 14-2.
The Aging Mind It discusses
the problem of changes in the
brain with age Other readers

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

DOWN

Girl s name
5 Or. the ocean
9 Quarrel
12 Falsifier
14 Poem
'5 Manuscript
iattor
'6 Liquefy
18 Mom and —
20 While
2? Philippine
Moslem
24 Hawaiian
wreaths
27 Mast
29 F-oilow
31 Number
32 Shoe part
34 Entreaty
36 Negative prefix
37 Octoroon
39 Maroon
31 College deg
42 Catch
44 Mean
45 Anger
47 Apothecary s
weight'
49 Hebrew
month
50 Despot
52 Hold on
property
54 Aye
55 Tibelar
gazejle
57 Want
59 Exists
61 High ca41
63 Vegetable
65 Solar disk
67 Sailor
68 Goats
59 Innumerable

1 Shade tree
2 Vanishes
3 Continent
Abbr

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

CDC i0 s GI Ci. CII
LI ACM COO A MEI

Revenue

who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper. P0
Box 1551. Radio City Station,
New York. NY 10019
Many of the changes that
we attribute to aging are really associated with diseases.
This may be true in as many
as one out of five people who
have mental changes. It's
important for all of these people to have a rather comprehensive medical evaluation to
find out what the real cause
is In some instances, it is an
underlying condition that can
be corrected or at least partially relieved
A common problem in
middle-aged or older Reople
that is confiCseCT-with—aging is
depression. These people may
withdraw and may function
below par because of the
depression It is important to
recognize this problem since
it usually can be helped That
is lope reason why a psychiatrist should be one of a team
of physicians who examine
people thought to have mental
changes associated with

IJII ULU RAIRLAILIGN
There are also a number of
COM COO Bop
COCO ESC 0000 things people can do to help
DOD Ott OMM prevent changes of the mind
DO P000800 3, with aging This includes such
things as memory training
QUO 010 000
which I've discussed in The
UMW 000 0003 Health
Letter which I'm sendO A U 00C
MIES ing you I hope this issue
will
000000 vOill 03 at least describe for you the
0120 0000 , T33 spectrum of changes that your
MUU MOO UO2
wife and you may have to
cope with
40 Helps
60 Vessels
I'm not sure how much you
43 Profited
curved
can expect to gain by using
46 Ardent
planking
measures to keep her involved
48 Encounters
61 Near
51 Artificial Ian- 62 Calcium sym- and to help her retain her
memory as much as possible
guage
bol
.but at least it's worth a try
53 Compass pt 64 Printer's
56 Mans nick- 1
measure
Fm certain that in me
name
-85- Tantalum
course of time the underlying
58 Obstruct
symbol
cause of Alzheimer's disease
2 3 4
10 11
will be discovered At that
time perhaps some meaning12
ful measures will be available
15
17
%
22
15 19
either for arresting the process or preventing it in the
23
24
25 2il
first place
112°
77
29
31
3•3
5 Apportion
6 Petty ruler
7 Interjection
8 Sum up
9 Roundup
10 Hypothetical
force
11 Pronoun
17 Printer s
measure
19 Mans nickname
21 Weakens
23 Lubricates
25 Flood
26 Transmitter
27 Top
28 Soaks
30 Allows
33 Tear
35 Wild buffalo
of India
38 Nobleman

115,
39

37

34

35
35

35

41

ii
7

II

44

44

51

ss

35
40

43

45

53

ss

57
44

54

58
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1:

Each child can be claimed
on only one parent's Federal
tax return. Generally, the
parent with custody of the
child for the greater part of
the year is allowed the
dependency deduction.
There are exceptions to this
rule; however Circumstances
including the terms of the
divorce or custody decree or
another written agreement,

and the amount contributed to
the child's support by the
parent without custody may
affect who can claim the
deducuon.
\dditional - information is
available in two free IRS
publications, Publication 501,
-Exemptions,"
and
in
Publication
504, "Tax
Information for Divorced and
Separated Individuals." Both
booklets are available by mail
the order form in the tax
pa sage, or by calling the IRS
toll-free at 584-1361 in
Louisville,
628-0055
in
255-2333
Covington,
in
Lexington, or 1-800-428-9100
elsewhere in Kentucky

Sickel Studies Worms
Dr. Jim Sickel, an assistant
professor in the Department
of Biological Sciences at
Murray State University, has
returtied-to- the caiiipus
r
three days of intensive study
of worms in Cincinnati, Ohio.
He attended a training
course, entitled "Water
Indicative
Quality
Organisms: Freshwater
Annelids," at the U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency's National Training
and Operational Technology
Center in that city.
The instructors were Dr.
Donald Klemm of the EPA
and a specialist on leeches,
and Dr. Jan l Hilunen, Great
Lakes Fisheries Laboratory,
on oligochaete authority.
The study was designed for
aquatic biologists who have
responsibility for collection,

identification
and
interpretation of findings of
water quality indicative
organisms in surveillance of
ir aqtiatic environmeatRepresentative annelid
worms from across the United
States were examined and
identified to familiarize the
study participants with
organisms found in water
quality-monitoring programs.
Twenty-three biologists
from across the eastern
Ututed qtates s well as-lavra
fr oin Indonesia took part in
the study.
Information obtained by Dr.
Sickel will be incorporated
into the limnology course
which he will teach this
summer at the university's
Hancock Biological Station on
Kentucky Lake.

17.7

NANCY
THAT'S TOO
MANY FOR
YOU—GIVE
SOME TO
YOUR
FR1ENDS_)
Aerb

when dealing with higher-ups.
Besides, staying in the

background
lends
perspective.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ril/eV
Others are brimming with
ideas. Listen instead of getting
drawn into controversy. Learn
for
hold
what others

41sylk

O.K.

C'ND U
,
ned

ono,.

Poo
' wkx-ER

UST MY SPRI NG
CHECKUP...
ROTATING
Y TIRES

00r
‘o

•

NO,

lelle

1 LET 'E
D-INNER DISHES IN
THE siNK

C

YOU CAN
BREAK THEm AND GET
ME A NEW SET

00 1 HAVE
WASH THEM

convictions.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 72 to Dec. 211 )if
Sociability aids you on

the
job. A conservative approach
is best in business. Don't let
red herrings cloud the real
issues.

Keep taniling.
YOU BORN TODAY are
imaginative
and
both
practical. You're drawn to
public service and can
succeed in politics and
community projects. Your
business acumen would make
you successful in real estate,
law, brokerage, finance, and
promotional work. At home in
the world of art, you'll find
sureetts in writing, acting,
music and sculpture. You're

3 21-

PHANTOM
•

-

(2,

91(
75X.

HE'S Is A
HURRY! WHAT
WAS IN THE

I REALLY
CAN'T BRIN6
THE BABIES
BACK To THE

CABLE

JuN6LE G002•

BYE„(508)

p
91

OW,
•
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tyjrchoastuaLget.121,341_,

,

0
1
4
/
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,44
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Dec. 22 to Jan. 191/
44
partnership
Some
difficulties can be sidestepped
if you save time for just the
two of you. Be a good listener.
Don't nitpick.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
arise.
Problems may
Maintain a cheerful attitude,
and do a good day's work for
success. Don't let a small bill
annoy you.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X "rata
Show others that you're
loyal as well as affectionate.
Things may not go quite as
planned, but be a good sport.

0
•

'
ob•4

'WO BASIE5
AND THEIR
?,‘OTHER..

1

BIBLE CALL

What is baptism? 7534444. Children's Story
759-4445.

HAPPY
-3k.;1311RTHDAY *4
inor4
,
1114:41
GUNS

Los pow

CAPRICORN

v-E-F.-.'-iNC; NOW, )
_
DNEV

14. Want To Buy

753 3309

Check
Your
Ad
'
• .„1„

• .0-Nk.

t..

„

CON TV.

if out of work.
his
greatest
However, your
success comes when yousaake
universal principles your own
personal guidelines.

•• wt.4 di
r,F4ECk
AND

NOTIFY US PROM,
';,Y

IN

CASE OF Ati.f PROP,
•

6. Help Wanted
Assistant Professor of German
and French Department of
Foreign Languages MSU Murray KY $14 000 full time 12
ot
hours
.e..riester
undergraduate -..ourses. beginning Spring 1980 Required
PHD in German or Linguistics
and native or near native proficiency in both languages
Demonstration of teaching excellence Preferred, Teaching
experience study and travel
abroad training in philosophy
publications Send complete
appliacation to Department of
Human Resources. Bureau for
Manpower Services 319 S 7th
St Mayfield. NY 42066 by
March 30. 1980
E xperienced auto body man
needed Call 153-7169
Experienced mechanic Apply
at Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center,'-7th and
Maple
Models over 18 for television
photography trade shows,
department stdires. fashion,
promotions. Call • (2121 757.
8173 from 12 to 5 PM for ap
pointment 1756 Broadway.
N V C. Suite 5D-GRS advertis,
ing
full or part time, 3 to 11,
1,1 to 7 shift Differential pay
Competitive salary and
benefits
Marshall County
Ho5_pitat, 1.521.8633
RN,

-

Tillers. 5 hp chain drive Briggs
& Stratton engine $229 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
Tractor flats repaired, new
tires. Goodyear. Firestone, and
B.F Goodrich Get our plof
before you buy' Vinson Tractor
CO 753-4892
Truck tool boxes heavy duty
$89 50 tax included Vinson
Tractor Co 753-4892
Used AC no till planters. 4 to 9
row Also -John Deere no till
planters Vinson Tractor Co
753 4892

20:Sporti1quipment
•

FOR SALE

753-6837.

•

Buying Silver coins and _gold
rings Don
▪ t sell before you get
our offer 527-9139
Used riding lawn mower elechc start 8 to 12 hp good con1ition Call 436 2394 after 3

Buying
Gold-Silver
(We also allow 25 to 1
exchange silver for
merchandisei -

WANTED: •
GENERAL
MECHANIC
with experience in
brakes and aligntune-up,
ment,
shocks,
and
exhaust. Apply in
person to:

ADVANCED
TIRE, INC.
11011 Coldwater Re
Murree, 59 4207)

Restaur nt help needed
Cypress Springs Restaurant
Call 436-5496 for appointment

For sale 40 ft van load of used
office furniture, chairs desks
safes 4. and 5 drawer file
cabinets tables fiberglass and
plexiglass Ross 8-Sons Salvage
Mdse Inc Martin TN 38237
Phone (9011..587-2420 --Oder'
Mon Fri 130 to 530 Sat
130 to 3 00
Riding lawn mower and 2 cans
country lard Call 4722144

. e furnisbings
16. Horn
Commodes White $39 99 colors $54 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris-,
Couch and breakfast set Call
753-5382 or 153-5422
For sale Couch and chair,
$150 Call 753-6680
Furniture for-Sale Call Holiday
Inn 753-59Ei6 between 9 AM
an n.6'VPM

17cuurn
a
cleaners

18 -Uviiii_g_ Mac-hie—
ir s
For sale Sewing machine with
cabinet good condition 7539575

19.farm Elquip_ment
B Allis tractor for sale, excellent condition Call after 4
pm 435-4331
Chain saw chains 31 pitch
for 16- bar $1025. 20-.
19
99. 24- $14 55 Wallin
$
44
12
Hardware. Paris, TN
Forrest seed for sale. Call 435'
13 17 foot Interinaponal disc
Call 492-8204 after 4 pm.
John Deere disc, 19'11" double fold, $6250, six 16" plows
$3250, 6 row John Deere
cultivator, $2000. 12 John
Deere chisel plow, $1850. 15'
cultivator $3000. four scaffold
wagons, $250 each. 8 row
trailer" type boom sprayer.
$800: 2 'row Rolland( trailer
type tobacco setter $1000
Call 489-2141 after 6 pm
Massey Ferguson garden tiller
for sale Call 153-1980

2:

Steele buildings All-steele
clear span. 30x48x12 $3195
40x48x16. $4995 40x72x16.
$6495 Also 50x96x 167 $9595
F 0 B Call 3l7-188-4581 collect. now

Paris Line Boat Trailer
for 14 ft boat Clean
and in excellent condition 5175 Call 7535322

Boys 20 bicycle Western Flyer
MX in real good shape Call
435-4271

2/. Musical
For sale Upright piano and
bench and and old stereo Call
753-1921
HAMMOND ORGAN Eicellent
condition Worth $600, will
take best offer Need to sell'
Call 753-0243
—___-Repossesed piano balance due
or monthly payments Also
practice pianos I & B Music
153-1515
Save 25% on all new Wurfitzer
organs during March Beginn
ing at only $400 J & B Music,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Murray
Used console stereo. only $25
Also repossesed console stereo.
)Tionthly payments 753-7575

21 Exterminating

15. Articles For Sale

•

• ,jR

1951 Red Belly Ford tractor
with plow disc and cultivator
Call after 5 pm 753-5872

•

Olympic Plaza
Mwrroy, ky.
753-7113
9-9 Daily
1-4 Sunday
MINIM\
Want 19 buy Junk cars Call
4/48838 after 5 pm

e
,

19Farniliiiiipment

Buying
silver
c•Ins, st•rIlag
silver,
gold
levrelry.

Vernon's
Western Store

Frances Drake

SUCKER LIST

•

-BLONDIE
4 'es/

Will do babysitting in my home
Have experience 753-6550
'
Would like to do babysitting in
my home Call 753-0553
Wedding Invitations
Will clean house or office Call
CARTER STUDIO
753-0357
304 Main
753-8298
Would like to do babysitting in
my home. Call 489-2781
ATHLETIC MINDED CAREER
Early Bird
OPPORTUNITY A 20 year old
national corporation is seeking
Special
a sales representativeior the
Scotts Turf
local area
dealing with
Builder at
g coaches band directors. etc
Starks
Guaranteed salary of $300 per
week to start with first year
Hardware
potential of $20 000 plus No
2,r18. Poplar )is
evenings . or. weekends. iSemi753 1727
annual bonus profit sharing
plus excellent benefit package
Silver Report Don't sell your
Previous sales experience
coins until you know the true
preferred Call Mr Compton on
value of the silver content basMonday only between 8 AM
ed on the current spot price
and 5 PM at(6151824-4945
Easy to use chart tor U S
Canadian and Mexican coins
Send $1 00 Charts. P0 Box
616 Murray ('Y42071

ROGER'S
GUN SHOP

FOR MONDAY,MARCH 24, 1980
What kind of day will i'Whorn you care
tomorrow be' To find out what GEMINI
May 21 to June 201
the stars say, read the
Once you get started there's
forecast given for your birtbi
no stopping you re spending.
Sign.
Make sure that purchases will
ARLES
stand the test of time. Be
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19,
discriminating .
Domestic concerns require
CANCER
Martin Luther. church.reforJune 21 to July 22)SOO'
rner and translator of the Bible, a sense of responsibility
A time when you may feel
nailed his 93 theses on the coupled with kindness towards
that
church door at Wittenburg in loved ones. Be willing to make
only
loved
ones
1317. His original theses, di- purchases for the home.
appreciate the real' you.
rected against the sale of in- TAURUS
Otherwise,
you , seem
dulgences by the Dominican 1 Apr. 20 to May 20, Crtpi
uncertain about which image
ea
monk Johann Tetzel, were
A busy round of phone calls, to project.
burned as heretical but trans- meetings and letters. Keeps LEO
lations survived and spread
you on the go. Make sure you (July 23 to Aug. 22)4e
throughout Germany.
keep in touch with those for
You'll accomplish more
from behind the scenes than
out front. However, don't feel
THAT'S ALL RIGHT„)
the parade is passing you by.
I'LL FIGURE OUT
Enjoy your vantage point.
VIRGO
nr)
Aug 23 to Sept. Mi
Try to cut down on
appointments. Too much
socializing -scatters your
forces. Still old friends and
loved ones are supportive.
LIBRA
et:
3-22
I Sept. 22 to Oct. 221
You may feel stubborn when
MAKING OUT A
opposed. Downplay ego, esp

NOTHING

•Illegtf

Bible Facts Free Store tor the
needy 759-4600

Your Individual
Horoscope

hartem is

BEETLE BAILEY

9.uatioliWanta-

Coins and Sterling

.417

'4*\
OK—MRS ADAMS
GAVE ME A
WHOLE
BOX OF
, SUCKERS

2. Notice

-•

PEANUTS
MOM,MAY I USE YOUR
PE5K 10 DO MY HOMEWORK?
THAN k:

L

L.Lamo.M.D.

dependency
Special
deductions apply to separated
and divorced parents who plan
to claim children as dependents on thtir tax returns, the
Internal
Service
says..
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4x4 Angle Iron
thick, 16tt
long $1400 each 753-2720
or 753 3494 after 5 30 pm
10% oft wall paper orders 72
hour service Coast to Coast
Hardware , Central Shopping
Center
Foam board, insulation 4ft x
8ft -x I. in reguarly $3 79
special $329 Coast to Coast
Hardware Central Shopping
tenter
Gypsum wall board 4ft x 8ft
r in reguarly $3 98 special
$3 50 Coast to Coast Hardware Central Shopping Center.
Three hp 2 stage. upright 60
gallon air compressor, just
rebuilt with starter and hose.
200 - lb WD $1150 Also
fiberglass saturator gun. $500
Hoffman's Nursery. 94 East
759-4512
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0
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0
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26. TV-Radio
,sytTwo reposs#sed 25- color t v s
remote control Take up small
,monthly payments Warranted
B Music 753 7575

27. Mobile Home Sales
1914 model 24x40 trailer. -2
bedrooms, large living room. 2
air conditioners Call 492-8936
or 759-1957 after 6 pm
Double wide on two acres land.
818 000 Owner will finance
Small down payment Call 489/248 after 5 pm.
Extra nice 1971 Winco mobile
home. 12x60. 2 bedrooms
large living room with
fireplace, recently remodeled.
354-6493

1973 Homette 12x60. furnished. 2 air conditioners, washer.
dryer. 2 bedrooms, and bath
Extra nice Call 7519951 or
753-655
Mobile home 3 bedroom furnished $175 per month
Deposit required Call 759
4496

LEARN TO FLY

Private Pilot ground school at
Henry County Airport, Paris,
Tennessee, Registration Friday
March 21;
at-6!00-p.111.
or call 901-642-7676
'FA Certified Flight instructor — Hoyt WIlso

51
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28. Mob. Home Rents 34. Wouses For Rent

FOR RENDS

43. Real Estate

50. Used Trucks
48. Auto. Services
12x60 trailer for rent Brandon Five room unfurnished house in
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
Acres
level
17
of
land
Highway
Two
new Goodyear Suburbanite 1979 Chevrolet 4x4
s Trailer Court 413 county Call 153-3293
Dill
loaded
Ken
s
Lawnmower
mowed Free estimates
ano
con
1550
Call
003)
921
1403
snow tires with studs mounted with extras will
Sycamore
sell cheap plete auto service Overby
/53.2813
House for rent
walking after 6 pm
on wheels Will tit Chevrolet Call 435-4587
Two bedroom trailer 1'7 miles distance of University Couples
Road Shop 753-8696 home Lawnmowers
Camaro 1968-69 Chevrolet
tillers chain saw
on 641 South $150 month only no pets Deposit required
rPpaq Aork guarenteed
Size G 78x14 $90 Call 753- 1965 Dodge pickup truck Call 759-1221 Fast servrcel
Cal'
Call 753 8681 or 753-4699
Phone 7532981 after 330
• ,t
-753-6705 after 5 pm
- Nulty Aectioe &
Licinsed Electrician and gas ii
2196
Two bedroom trailer for rent at pm
amity Sales
1966 Dodge pickup with good stallation heating installaticr
49. Used Cars
Concrete and block
cot OMR &MUT
Shady Oaks No pets Call 489- Large 3 bedroom $275 per
utility bed $650 Call 489- and repairs Call 753-7203
work. Block garages,
4,e,
rooteer heal or
1970 Chevelle street rod with 2189
2611
month Call 753-8895
Mobile home anchors ru,'
basements, driveways
327 aluminum rods and
lehi,479
29114
0.419
Two mobile homes for rent Singles or couples 3 bedroom,
walks, patios, steps.
pistons many other goodies 1977 Ford half ton pickup low sealed and underpinnin,
OM
Both in good condition and fur- 2 baths near Murray High
Aluminum or fiberglass Ai..
mileage Call 7c3-7913
Free estimates. Charles
Call 753-5216
nished No pets Call 753 Large living room large den
patio awnings- and carport‘
Barnett, 753-5476.
1973 Chevy Impala good con- 1968 Ford 2-ton grain bed real singte• or cfciuble Jack Glove
4808
large kitchen with built-ins For sale. Duplex. Has 2
nice
Phone
435-4115
dition Phone 435-4115
75i-1873 after 6 pm
please bedrooms living room bath
Two bedroom mobile home Serious inquires
0. v Jointing and wall pane'
1976 Cutlass Supreme, ex- For sale 1977 Chevrolet Mitchell
trig /511331 or 431-4617
one or two adults water and Security depoist Available with shower, dining room, kitBlacktopping
cellent condition, white on pickup as is $1700 or best of- driveways and small jobs
garbage pickup furnished One soon $350 per month Call chen and utility room, covered
a Noticed Kimbro s Garage is now
fer Call 753-8162
white Call 753-6342
front porch patio, central heat
mile from city limits. Highway 759-4531 after 330 pm
speciality, also patching and repairing all small engines on
121 South $50 deposit $90 Three bedroom brick, city and air, thermo windows, nice
1971 Chrysler Cordoba ex- 1975 Ford F-250 4-wheel drive seal coating 753-1537
tillers, lawn mowers and boat
per month Call 753-5405 after school district. $275 per mon- cabinets, quality carpeting, foil Check-out to mark-up' What's the latest cellent condition Cali 753- Good condition Phone 153motors up to 40 hp Phone
4548.
5 pm
th. security deposit. Call 153- styro-foam, brick veneer, conquotation on liverwurst? Over
3546 after 8 pm
436-5524
_
crete
drives
walks
and
Has
Trader _for_terd, furarshed $60 1222
.1Umpers
1970 Chevrolet Impala body in 5-1Painting - Paper hanging Com1800 sq ft setting high on a
per month Call 474 8840 or Three bedroom house, large kit- large lot. Price $53.000. Call 43. Real Estate
43.Reid Estate
-----41TaRidition runs good $315 For sale Camper topper for
mercial or residential 25 years
354-6144
chen dining room living room. James R Hamilton, 753-9400.
or best offer Must sell, Call short wheel base Datsun 753experience Free estimates
neat
Extra
home,
lust
finished
utility room Call
753-1978 after 4 pm
7591987'
TREES - We have shade nut
3949
30-.1-usiness Rental carpeted
Norden. Thurman
753-9240 Monday through Fri- Look us over before you look completely remodeling this 2
Evergreen trutt
Dogwood
Bedroom
1977
conDatsun
home inside and out
200 SX, good
Will haul driveway white rock
around When you're ready to
Truck camper sleeps four. also
Business or office space day_
Azeleas
Potted
Shrubs
Inserence
dition $3500 Call 759-4621
and Ag lime also have any type
buy a .home you need a lot of Includes new plumbing fixavailable for rent or lease
1969 Ford LTD. Call 753-2289
Planits
Gerantums
ond
of-brown or white pea gravel
tfuestions answered Like what tures throughout and new roof.
Close to court square Private 36. For Rent Or lease
Real Estate
Tomatoet1976 Dodge 4-door, $900 Call 52. Boats and Motors
kind of financing is best? Great for anyone that wants
Also do backhoe work Call
customer parking Call 753Southside C..-, )1Jore
759-1367
tioney
Lower, prea4.14*
1972, 14 tt Astroglass bass
Roger Hudson, 753-4545 or
Where are the schools? Shopp- low 4114 bills with the use of
4109.
Murray, Kentucky
Mial
Delta
1973
88
2-door.
Olds
boat,
1969
85
hp
Evinrude
woodburninast
a
new
ove.,
ing
Mid
Centers?
753-6763
What about the
753-4451
For rent Commercial building
ANTIQUES-COLUCTABLES
CalF 759-4004
Wurebense
motor. trolling motor, depth
paperwork that's usually involv- $20'5 Call Spann Realty
01;11 do plumbing and heating
-PLANTS
012_0_ ideal for
ed? -Get The fump-on--these ant Associates, 753-7724
1973 Ford Torino. with air, in finder. live bait well Call 436Storage Space
repairs and remodeling around
office or small business Call
5494
truck
t
lockd
-e
of
new
Just
other questions by calling Cengood condition Will take best
e ome a
153-2961 after 5 pm
or
Fe. Rent
tury 21 Loretta lobs Realtors
Approximately one acre for offer. Call 767-4052. 16 ft Avenger ski boat. trailer. on? aues,
753-9600
week.
o
7
Open days
For rent on South 5th Street, a
at
753-1492
We
have
mobile
lust
building
or
this
home Sep- 1973 Ford Gran Torino, air, 150 Mercury outboard. Many
753-4758
'Wet basement? We 'make wet
suite of offices, plumbing for
kind of information that makes
tic, water and ariveway
good condition Call 753-0651 extrts. excellent condition.,
JOYCE'S
basements dry, work completedental office, or can.be used as
your house hunting easier.,
$2500. Call 436-5482
$2800
Call
753-1564 ask for
after 6 pm.
ly guarenteed. Call or write
other offices _ Contact L.D Trailer space for rent Call 753ANTIQUES
Owner financing available
Lakeland house site. Spacious 1968 Ford. Excellent running Bill
Morgan Construction Co..
Miller at 753-5595 after 5 pm 8895
Older home on large lot, city
lake lot located at Lakeway condition. $400. Two 9 mm For sale- 1977 Harris, floteAND PLANTS
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah.
37. Livestock-Supplies water, city gas, only $10 000
32-.11-pts.1ir Rent
Shores with priva-i- controlled Smith-Wesson hand guns, bote. 28 ft. fully equipped with
NY 42001. or call day or night. ,
Duplex 2 bedroom quiet Standing at stud AQHA grey Don't hesitate call Spann RealHAVE PROPERTY
beach and boa' inch Call nickel plated with consecutive 77 OMC 120 hp engine, bar
Rt. 1, Farmington, Ay.
1-442-7026.
residential neighborhood Call stallion Guaranteed live foal ty Associates, 753-7724
753-3976.
345-2366 or
TO SELL?
serial numbers. $325 each. and sink. Call 436-5380 .
56. Freetoiumn
753-80%
345-2704
435-4481
If you've been thinking
Two lots, furnisrieo mobile Call 753-2636 after 5 pm.
1971 Glasstron GT 160 with
Part Irish Setter puppies to
of selling, why not give
Duplex large 2 bedroom cen- 38. Pets-Supplies
home, Baywood vista subdivi- 1973 Gran Torino. power steer- 125 hp Johnson Call days 753- Ween ...I tee.94 es eerie 564
give away Call 753-8452 after
us a call? You'll
-See Sire
tral gas heat appliances
sion.
1-901-799-3063.
Call
4703
after
759-1274
6
pm
ing, brakes. and air Call 7535 pm
receive friendly,
private 753 4418 or 159-4931 •AAA dog grooming 12 years
7913
45. Farms For Sale
1973 Gibson, 4211 flybridge.
experience $10 Call Goldie
service
and
courteous
Furnished or partly furnished Brown Lynn Grove 435-4579
Farm for sale by owner 76L2 1971 Lincoln Continental Mark 75 kw Onan generator, all
professional advice.
apartment Zimmerman Apartacres.
55 tendable Located in III. Loaded with equipment, electric, twin 225 hp, will take
Fall House Claaning
AKC
Alaskan
clients
have
Malamute
We
pup
ments,South 16th 753-6609
South
Walls, windows. floors and carpets. gutters. Free
Graves County just new. tires, in good condition $10,000 cash and financed
pies Nice pets or guard dogs
waiting to purchase all
Furnished one bedroom apart- shots and wormed 753-9390
across county line Highway Call 1-354-6217 after 4 pm. . balance over a 5 year period at
estimates. Insured and experienced_ Call day or
types of real estate, so
12% Phone 753-8640 Or 753ment,near University Call
frontage
on 94.,Call 435-4383 1976 LTD Landau, 2-door hardnight,
let us match a buyer to
AKC
registered
Doberfemale
7460
after 4 pm 753-1418
'Professional Services
Small farm. tractir and equip- top. 50/50. split seat, all
your property. Phone
man,8 months old fawn colWith Thelelendly Touch
759-1176
For rent
Two bedroom ored $145 Call 527-8433
Kopperud Realty, 753ment included. Call 753-8846 power air, AM-FM tape, digital 1978 Hydro-sport 17', trailer,
140
Mercury
motor,
depth
twin
all after 5 pm weekdays
townhouse apartment
clock, extra nice. $1875. Call
1222 anytime.. We
46. Homes For Sale
finder, live bait well built-in
WANT TO
carpet, range. refrigerator,
753-6973.
sellbuying
and
make
Basic
and Advanced dog obegas tank, and console steering
START YOUR
Save
10%,
buy,
owner.
dishwasher, disposer. washer
from
ing real estate easy for
1973 Monte Carlo, silver with Call 753-9240
country
Lovely
OWN BUSINESS?
home
with
new
and dryer hookup. central heat dience classes and private inyou!
maroon vinyl top. Extra nice instructions Also tracking and
elect, plumb, insulation, storm terior. Automatic
This building on S. 4th
and air, Call 753-7550 .
with power, 53. Services Offered
protection training All breeds
windows
and
doors
Large
business
kitarea
with
St.
COMMERCIAL
For Tent One bedroom garden and ages from 2 months up
arr. and AM-FM. Rides
chen. large family room living smoothly
in front, shop area in
We handle your film
.Commercial, Residential
apartment, carpeted, range Professional instructor 436LAKEPROPERTY
Call days 753-1916
room utility room 2 bedrooms
back and possible livwith
iefrigerator. disposer, private 2858
nights
care!
or
753-6331,
for
ask
repair
Boat
Manna
i
Interior, Exterior
and bath On pa,,E,c Claytown Lisa
ing area upstairs could
patio Call 753-1550
Photofinishing.
property for sale on
rd. 14 miles E o
Pit Bull dogs $150 for male
Nice
be the answer to your
Reasonable
and Practical Bids
Kentucky Lake. ApFor rent Nice one bedroom $125 females (901)364-2402
CARTER STUDIO
landscaping ani drive Priced Neiv 1980 Corvette $13,700.
needs.
on
Building
is
proximately 4500 sq.
apartment Call 753-3949 •
Free Estimates
for immediate ale at $20.000. 753-0372 after 6 pm
100' 250' lot. Call toThree registered black Labrador
304 Main
753-8298
ft. metal building on
To
contac'
see
Hudson,
Elton
Furnished apartment near pups Call492-8819
1977
Oldsmobile'
98
Regency,
day for details.
one acre lake front lot.
downtown Murray Call 753fully equipped. locally owned AA-1 All TYPES home remodel.
Tame
baby
additional
rabbits
for
sale.
Two
4109
in good condition Must sell! mgand
498-873147.
Motorcycles
RAILROAD
AVE.
maintenance
English spot Grand Champion
residential lots go with
Call 753-9694 during day. 753- References. Guaranteed work
Newly decormd one bedroom
Commercial
building
For
sale
:9:9 Yamaha XS 4097
stock. Call 1-623-8350
Priced
property.
at
evenings.
apartment water furnished
Free estimates. Call 753-8948
and lot, chain-link
1100 Special ike new, low
$91,500. Phone KOPreasonably priced-4414 Vine 411-- Public Sale
or 753-2501 after 5 pm
fence. 2 panelled of1975
Trans
Am
brimpriced
mileage.
Call
489-2778
after
4
PERUD REALTY,
St
Three party yard sale. Saturday.
mediate sale 753-2558
fices and bath, elec.
Pm
Concrete and block work. Block
753-1272.
March
22nd. 9 hI 5. 909 N
heat. Covered loading
Nice duplex. large 2 bedroom.
Want to buy: Small, used car in garages, basements, driveways
Honda
1973
CR
sharp
250,
all kitchen appliances washer 8th St. 759-4110 Something
dock. Excellent locaNeed walks, patios. steps, free
Three bedroom brick home bike. good tires, runs good the $1000 range
and dryer hookup central heat or everybody!
tion and priced right at
with 3 full baths fireplace kit- $550. 1971 Honda CB 150, automatic shift and air. No estimates. Charles Barnett.
and air located in private area
$16,500.00.
chen with all appliances rec needs small hark, runs fast. cars over 10 years old, and no 753-5476.
Having a yard sale?
South Kirkwood Extended Call
room Priced $48,500 Call cultom pain! hooker header, dealers please Leave message Carpentry service Whatever
Then pickup your free
753-3343
Purdom
& Thurman 753-4451, $1000. Cali 753-3643 or after during the day for David at your needs, old or new, quality
yard sale signs from
753-8080
753-9694
One bedroom. adjoining Univeror
Susy
work. Call 753-0565
Wells 753-1-585 or. 6 Ptp.492-8586
the Gallery of Homes
sity, water furnished $130
Geneva Giles 753-6557
50.
Used
Trucks
Suzuki.'
1978.
adult
750
ridoffice
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
on Highway 641
Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
1303 Chestnut Phone 753N. in The Village ShopRealtors about our VIP Referral WeLre- -sold on your house den. extras. 3000 miles. 1975 Ch-evrolet 4 wheel drive rates, prompt and efficient ser3134
ping Center just
Service because changing before we sell it. Our theory is $1950. Call 436-2528 or 436- ,ickup. power steering, vice. Custom Carpet Care 489One bedroom apartmen
automatic Can be seen at 806 2774.
across from the.; homes is enough trauma by simple We take the time to 2516.
Available April 1st. Phone 753Coldwater
Road $2300 or best Carpet
itself In a word its called ad- know your house, price it cor- 750 Suzuki
Boston Tea Party.
KC 1000
cleaning,
free
9240.
offer.
fustment Moving from home to rectly, and discover it's distinc- Kawasaki. Call 753-6469.
estimates, satisfied references,
Tw-o-bidroom, fully carpeted,
tive
features Because were
JOHN SMITH home and neighborhood to
1979 C1-7, 2000 miles. Call Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanstove, refrigerator, disposer,
sold on it, it's much easier to 48. Auto. Services
meghborhood.
753-9240.
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
dishwasher, and washer and
After we sell your home we find the right buyers and close Four aluminum slotted mag
753-5827.
1978
Chevrolet
Big-10
pickup
dryer hookup No pets Security
the
sale. Then we even save you wheels for Chevy G78-14
pride ourselves on knowing the
deposit required. Call 153neighborhood that awaits you time after the sale by helping Goodyear tires Less than 500 4-speed, positive traction. 6 Carpet and linoleum installed.
0504 after 5 pm.
elsewhere...The schools, parks, -with time-consuming paper- miles $185 Plone 753-7774 cylinder, burns regular gas, Workmanship guaranteed one
shopping facilities. Now for the work It's all a matter of spen- Opel parts. Ra6 GT and Cadet good mileage. new 6 ply mud year. Call Ray McKinzie. 436Three room furnished apartgrips.- RCA CB. external
ingenious part VIP Referral ding our time wisely so it and repairs Ca 474-2325
753-7411
ment Call 1531246 or see at
speaker,
$3000. 753-4828.
doesn't
waste
yours.
This
AROUND
l0( k _j may also find a buyer for your
is lust
503 Olive Street
PAINTING
present home from another ci- another reason you should call
Residential, Farm
NORNIRICKLE BARBER SHOP
'
and Commercial
ty, then help that family adjust Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Spray, brush al roller
299Wuiwul Stroot
to your neighborhood. Sound Realtors today at 753-1492
15 Yrs. Experience
Closed All Day Wed,
NEW OFFICE MOORS:
familiar? Its the same thing We're the Neighborhood ProRALPH WORLEY
we do for you someplace else fessionals
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
436-2363
tall -7537412 for helpful infor
Price e4
mation on this service.
HAIRCUT 51.2S
PRICE SHAVE 75'
Driveways white rocked and
pIrme ,
Choice location near Carter
graded. Any size white rock or
P,A-1
School and Murray State
pea gravel one ton and up
University
Clifford Garrison, 153-5429,
Three bedroom
brick home with 2 baths
Ed's Workshop Furniture repair
Emerson Electric Company is accarpet large fully equipped kit
and
refinishing, custom woodcepting applications each day at the
che spacious family room and
working, finish carpentry
OWNER FINANCING
plant guard house. Permanent jobs
large utility room 'Baseboard
general maintenance. (502)
AVAILABLE
heat, carport, and seperate
are now available. Machining ex354-6238.
Lovely home with over
garage. Chain linked fence
perience desired. Applicant must be
3,000 sq. ft. of living
Located at 403 Sycamore
Guttering by Sears. Sears conaround well shaded back yard
willing to work any shift. Excellent
area, 3 baths, central
tinous gutters installed per
Prove it to yourself, in your own home, how
Can be yours for $38.500 Call
We'd like to invite all friends to stop by, if
gas heat and central
benefits and pay. An equal opyour specifications. Call Sears
Spann Realty Associates. 753
great
a Posturepedic morning can feel. No
don't
hove
we
looking
what you're
for, we'll
air. Fireplace in fami753-2310 for free estimates.
7724
portunity employer.
morning backache from sleeping on a too.
it!
get
ly.room and in recreaHeating end plumbing, elecsoft mattress. Buy the Potturepedic set. Try
STROUT REALTY, INC.
tion room. Recently inCall 7534311 business sw 7534754,
trical appliance work trailer
The Weiler, Wine 1990 le
it for 30 nights, 30 great mornings. If you're
sulated to T.V.A.
work. Call 753-0357
NAM Weer ehel heion
home.
not 100% satisfied, we'll buy it back! Hurry
specifications. Owner
FARMS-NO.41ES
Home remodeling and repairs.
will finarfce at 12%.
- this offer for a limited time only!
•
AUSINCISCS
quality work it lowest rate in
UNTIL
FIXED
Phhhe
Kopperud
RealLAKE AND RICINATIONA1
fAn Nicktes' & Pthinies
ty, 753-1222, for
S'Ot,LY POSTUREPEDIC
PtOPERTT
lour
Are you one who, every y tu. ,
A local manufacturing concern in NorGeneral Contractors, 759-4132
courteous,
competent
Listings
needed,
°fine'.
thwestern Tennessee is currently accepting
bathroom "fixed"...this time "for good,"
or 753-4109
COOS? to Coast Buyers from
real estate service.
applications for the position of buyer.
hope.
But the next year its to do over
you
Everywhere "Free Cotagloci
Insulation blown in by Sears,
ASSUMABLE LOAN
Candidates should possess purchasing exsave
on these high heating and
Marhaven't
for
again.
Its
you
sure
used
Strout
amity
Queen 2-piece set . . 5379.93
3
bedroom brick home
perience including knowledge of MR0 inlee loose Melo.
'cooling bills Call Sears, 753King I-piece set . . .5529.95
on corner lot just
ble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
ventory and production control system. Ven2310. for free estimates.
Full each piece
ititcod.....id
753-0186
dor Liaison Maintenance repair and milling
listed.
Home
has
been
behind
days"
with
"fixin
you
good
for
ea.,. Iv
Anytime
Jack's Blacktop Paving and
mochinery. Degree preferred.
well insulated and has
MARBLE from
patching Also seal coating
This growing fortune 500 Company offers
new water heater.
Reasonable prices Phone 753Four bedroom home on wooded
excellent s1ary and fringe benefits. Please
Loan of $28.000.00 is
1537
lot, 2 full baths, den 17x24
send resum and salary requirements in conassumable at 11%.
with fireplace and wet bar.
fidence to:
Neat and clean.
. .
Licensed Electrician.
„near University and high
Recruiting Meow ,
$40,900. Call about this
:school..-olie.block from Robert-24
Hour Service.
one,.--.-73422.
•
son. Priced in mid $60's. Call
Faris, TH38242
petud
Free
Realty
Estimates.
is
bringCali
Purdom. & Thurman- 753-4451
An Equal'Opportunity EmpJoyer.
ing.the 1980's home to
Quality
That
Will
Please
Cox
Electric,
435-'
or Susy Wells 753-1585 .or
you!
20)1-Main
So. 9th
Geneva Giles 753-6557.
4397.
753-5719
753-4834
3713
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Branden burgh Delivers
Report On Killing Of
Graham To Secretary
County.
Another car was foul id
abandoned nearby with a
wallet in it that police said was
Graham's, and Graham was
named in a murder warrant.
The search ended Dec. 8
when Graham was shot in an
Effingham, Ill., motel room
by Kentucky State Police Sgt.
Eugene Coffey.
Coffey testified at a coroner's inquest that he striaggled with_csraham and was forced to fire at him. Other
witnesses said Graham was
shot only seconds after
answering a knock at his door.

FRANKFORT, Ky API —
State Police Conunissioner
Kenneth Brandenburgh said
he was delivering his report on
th• killing of Clyde Daniel
Gral m to acting Justice
Se, r tars Jtrr) Abramson.
(; ham. a fugitive wanted
th leath of a Kentucky
!Rate
-ooper, was shot
t., death by ani r Kentucky
state trooper in 1111 is. Police
said it happened :,•• e Kentucky and Illinois authorities
were trying to serve a murder
warrant on Graham.
Abramson, who also is
counsel for Gov. John Y.
Brownk w ill pass the report
41 to the governor. Brandenburgh- said Abramson and the
2overnor would decide when
the report 14 ill be publicly
released.
Brandenburgh declined to
comment Friday on the contents of the report.
He had said earlier in the
week that he hoped it would
--clear up any serious questions or doubts left" about the
case_
Graham, ' 22
of the
Elizabethtown area, was the
object of a widespread
manhunt after Trooper Eddie
Harris was shot to death Nov.
7 when he stopped a speeding
car near Hodgenville in Larue

• The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear
John Dale speak on "Combating the Works of the Flesh"
with scripture from II Cor.
6:14-18 at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. services, and "Thy Will
Be Done" with scripture from
Matthew 26:36-39 at the 6 p.m.
V•

Regular services will be
held at the Grace Baptist
Church, 617 South Ninth
Street, Mlirray, on Sunday,
March 25, at 10:45 a.m. and
5:30 p.m. with the pastor, the
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, as the
speaker.
Leland Peeler will direct the
music with special selections
by the Church Choir at the
morning hour and by the
Youth group at the evening
hour. Dwane Jones will be
'organist and Anita Underhill
will be pianist,•
Nursery workers will be
Gale Workman, Marie
Outland. Dean Downey, and
Sylvia Rickman. For bus information call L. D.
Workman,753-8975 or 753-5782,
Striday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be held at 9:45 a.m.

II

eV:

.1

The First Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. B%Whittaker, speak.on
"Ei y-Five and Feeling
Li
Forty" with scripture
from Joshua 14:6-13 at the
10:45 a.m. service, and the
associate pastor, the Rev. G.
T. Moody, speak on "The
Lord's Prayer' at the 7 p.m.
service on Sunday. March 25.
Special music will be a solo
by Wayne Halley, minister of
music, who will direct the
,Church Choir at the morning
hour and the Men's Choir at
the evening hour. Joan
Bowker is organist and Allene
Knight is pianist.
Randy Sorrow, minister of
youth, and Ron Wright,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the services. 'Sunday; School with John
Randolph as director will be at
9:30a.m.and Church Training
with Dr. Kenneth Winters as
director will be at6 p.m.

Masses at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will be held at 6:30
p.m. today and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday,
March 25, with the Rev. Martin Mattingly as celebrant. Religion classes for
preschool, grades I to 12, and
adults will be held Sunday at
9:30 a.m.
Weekday masses will be
held Monday at 6:15 a.m.,
Tuesday,at 4:30 p.m., Wednesday at 5:.30 p.m., Thursday itt
10 a.m.,and Friday at 2 p.m.

Rev. Turner To Speak
At Sinking Spring
The Rev. Billy Turner,
pastor, will speak at the 11
a.m. and 7 pan. worship services on Sunday, March 25, at
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
'David Smotherman, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
services.
Tommy Scott will direct the
music' with Susie Scott as
pianist and Patsy Neale as
organist. The Church Choir
will sing at the morning hour
and the Youth Choir at the
rdening hour.
'Sunday School with Jim
Neale as director will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training
with Randy Herndon as director will be at6 p.m.

Approrimoteir 41.000 miles one owner. ow:AM/1M 8 track
:,..., r .'ndows. power locks bucket seats. Michelin tires
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ALL THE WORLD LOVES A CLOWN — Seventh grade Project Independence
students
recently completed a mini-unit on "Clowns" in which they studied
clown make-up and
effective use of gimmicks. They ended the unit by preparing a
pageant of stunts which
they presented to the Murray Middle School sixth graders. Above,
Margie Burchfield
(front) and Ann Harcourt await their turn on stage. Peggy Brown
is co-ordinator of
Project Independence a program for gifted-talented youngsters
in the Murray
Schools.

Vance Refuses To Tell What
He Told Carter Before Vote
WASHINGTON
AP ) —
Secretary of State Cyrus R.
Vance adamantly refuses to
say what he told President
Carter the day before the U.S.
vote for a U.N.resolution con-

.Cantata To Be
Presented At First
Christian Church
The Seven Last Words of
Christ," a sacred cantata by
Theodore Dubois, will be
presented at the 10:45 a.m.
worship services of the First
Christian Church on Sunday,
March 25, with Margaret
Porter as director and Maxine
Clark as organist.
Soloists will be Heather McCormick, soprano; Toby
Roberts, tenor; Larne Clark,
baritone.
Assisting in the services will
be the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
Helen Campbell,Del Fleming,
Harlan Hodges, Norman Hale,
Elmer Collins, Dave
Eldredge, M. C. Ellis, Betty
Gore, Richie Herndon, Steve
Robinson, Mike Holton, and
Dr.and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson.
Sunday School for 411 ages
will be held at 9:30a.m.Prof. Linda Clark, Nursing
Faculty, Murray State, and_
Mrs. Judy Eldredge, RN, will
be featured at the Christian
Perspectives program at 5:30
p.m.on Sunday.
The Youth Groups will meet
at 5 p.m. on Sunday for sup-

Hymn Originally
Came From Prayer
Thi• i• p4,. ON
Odsrir, Omar! listri.nt 1.1 Mr

11,4 ir

o lit, nc.
7S3-2617

avaim 0411WAIF

demning Israeli settlements,
or disclose any other consultations on it.
In a testy exchange Friday,
Vance told Rep. Elizabeth
Holtzman. D-N.Y., he would
not turn over cables to UN
Ambassador Donald McHenry
because- "I am one who feels
very strongly about launching
into witch bunts against people lower down.
"If you're going to press
your issue," Vance said. '1
will have to take it to the president and we will have to make
a decision."
The exchange came at a
hearing before the House
Foreign Affairs Committee on
a resolution drafted by Rep.
Holtzman that would direct
Carter to give Congress full
details on all discussions that
led to the vote.
Vance repeated his position.
that the rnixup over the U.S.
vote was "my mistake" and
represents no change in U.S.
policy toward Israel or the
Middle East.
"I can assure you there is no
underhanded, scurrilous,
devilish - plot, whatever," he
testified.
Vance said Carter ordered
the U.S. vote for the U7N.
resolution March 1 condemning the Israeli settlements in
territory won in the 1967 Six'
Day War because he believed.
they "had begun to jeopardize" Mideast peace negotiations.
The U.N. resolution :also
calls for dismantling the settlements but U.N. Am-

bassador McHenry said in
casting the vote that it was only for condemning the settlements.
But Carter thought U.S. officials had gotten all six
references to Jerusalem
removed,
. Vance Said that ii was his
nustake because he thought
Carter only wanted the key
one removed.'

Bruce Logue Will
Speak At University
Church Of Christ
Bruce Logue will speak on
•'Prayer and Praise"- with
scripture from Ephesians 1:15
to 2:10 at the 10:30 a.m. ser
vice, and on "The Skies, the
Scriptures" with scripture
from Psalm 19 at the 6 p.m.
service on Sunday, March 25,
at the University Church of
Christ.
Assisting in the'services will
be Ernie Bailey, Richard
Smith, George G'allagher:
Jack Wilson, John Nanny,
Greg Delancey, Prentice
Dunn, Vernon Butterworth,
Wayne Doran, Rob 'tingles,
George wilson, Doug Jones,
Murrell Goheen, Roger
Wilson, Max ,Cleaver, and
James Feltner.
Nursery supervisors will be
Dorothy Bailey, Mary Beth
Hays,, Kathy Cleaver, Sue
Hoover and Mildred Myers.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m.Sunday.

By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr, won a
split decision Friday in the
General Assembly on his proposals for raising new revenue
to help fund his proposetf$9.5
billion state budget.
The House of Representatives narrowly approved an
increase in the state gasoline
tax to bail out the financially
troubled Road Fund.
However, at the end of a
long day of debate on taxes,
the House rejected a Brown
proposal to place a severance
tax on all minerals.
The House voted 52-48 in
favor of the gas tax increase,
which needed 51 votes to pass
because it involves a tax. The
bill nbw goes to the Senate.
The minerals tax received a
48-35 vote, but also needed 51
votes to pass. There are expected to be attempts to
revive the measure, a crucial
part of - Brown's budget proposal, Monday.
The controversial gasoline
tax measure would change the
tax from a flat .ne cents • r
gallon to 9- percent of the
wholesaleprice.
Brown proposed the revision
to inject- new money into the
Road Fund, which is expected
to fall short of needed
revenues during the upcoming
biennium.
The House Appropriations
and [Revenue Comnuttee attached a lid $1.50 per gallon
that the tax would be applied
tO during the next biennium.
The lid could be increased by
up to 10 percent a year after

the next biennium.
The committee also changed the formula for distributing
the state gas tax to local
governments to give them
more money.
Majority Floor Leader Rep.
Bobby Richardson, DGlasgow, said the change
Would nearly double the $18
million now given the County
Road Aid Fund and would.increase funding of the
Municipal Road Aid Fund by
40 percent.
"The issue today is one of
roacts," Richardson said.
"Whether or not we in Kentucky are willing and want to
have the roads necessary for
us to have in order to get our
products to market and carry
on commerce."
Although Mcharlison said
he thought a lot of rhetoric on
the bill was unnecessary,
numerous members took to
their leet during the next three
hours to debate the issue.
-. "This is just another bill
sucking the blood from the
taxpayer," said Rep. David
Van Horn, D-Lexington, who
"Gas Tax
Johnny."
Several members said they
thought- the Road Fund had
sufficient money if it were better managed and others suggested cutting other areas of
state government to reduce
expenses.
Other lawmakers said they
could not vote for increased
taxes that their constituents
were strongly opposed to.
Brown lobbyied hard for the
measure but told reporters
after the vote he had made no

deals.
"I want to- thank those
legislators who had the
courage to do what they knew
was right, that all knew was
right," Brown said.
"It is easy to get up there
and make a lot of campaign
rhetoric," Brown said. "This
was the softest tax I could
possibly put on at this time."

Revival services will continue at the Memorial Baptist
Church with the Rev. C. C.
Brasher to speak on "Security
of the Betterers" at 7:30 p.m.
tonight tS.aturdays,,
Sunday at 10:50 a.m. the
Rev. Harold Lassiter of Cadiz
will speak on "The Church's
Mission In Today's World."
The pastor, the Rev. Dr,
Jerrell White, will speak on
"Results of, Belief in the Second Corning of Christ" at the
services at 7 p.m.Sunday.
Milton Gresham, minister of
music, will direct the music
•
I C:
organist and Sharon Owens as
pianist. Special music will be
by the Church Choir and the
Ensemble.
Coffield Vance, deacon of
the week, will assist in the services.
Church Teaching with Don
Rogers as director will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
with Kerry Letterman as
director will be at6 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Sonia and Dale
Thomason and David Snow.
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Saturdays a day
for good times. And great savings.
when you share the fun by long-distance.
Get a 60% discount off the regular weekday
rate when you dial the 1 + way.* You can get $5
worth of calling for $2 any time Saturday.
Check the front pages of your phone book formore gat rates.
And reach out Saturday, any time: Because
it's the cheapest time

Reach out with long distance. And save
when rates are great.

South Central Bell

Join And Save
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A man of considerable
literary accomplishments,
Bernard Barton wrote "Limp
of our feet, whereby we trace
our path when want to stray,"
in 1826. Barton considered
Riany of the literary greats of
England among his friends —
Lamb, Lord Byron,Sir Walter
Scott, Robert Southey. They
tune came from a hymn dated
1653, Graefenberg, by Johann
Crueger.
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Anyone intersted in joining the Murray Civic Music
Association may do so before May 1, 1980 at a
savings, according to an MCMA spokesman.
MCMA is allowing memberships paid prior to May 1
to be' at the 1979-80 season rote. After May 1, the
memberships will be higher:btherspakesmori said.
Anyone interested in joining at this time- should
moil the coupon below along with a check in the appropriote amount to MCMA, 1010 Westgate Drive
Murray, K.42071, or bring the coupon ard check to
the Janina Fialkowska concert Sunday. March 23. Murray Civic Music Association
Membership Fees
Adult.............................. $15.00
Student ............................. S7_50
Family............................ $35.00
(Family -membership corisifts of two *dolts end
any number of children under one roof.)
Patron Category:
Patron — Gift of $10 to $49 above cost of memberships.
Sustaining Patron -- Gift of $50 to $99 above cost
of memberships.
Benefactor --Gift of $100 or more above cost of
memberships.
Corporate Sponsor
Gift of $100 or more by a
business'or corporation.
Name
Address ___ _
w
City •
Teleplitine •
_De*
'
Adult — Number...
.
Student —
Family; Adult — No.
Student No..
'Membership Fees....
•(Cher* 0 Cosh 11
Patron Contribution $
(Chia0 Cbs}it-1-4).
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Revival Services
Continue At
Memorial Baptist

nwater.- 1.nr,te

"0 Sacred Head Now
Wounded:* originally came
from a rhymical prayer to the
various Members of Christ's
" Body, His Feet,Knees, Hands,
Sides, Breast, Heart,Face."0
Sacred Head" is the seventh
-prayer. Robert Bridges
translate& it from the Latin.
The harmonization was made
by J. S. Bach which he used at
least five times in his St. Mat'thev/PasSiolt,1729. -
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First Baptist Church
To Hear Pastor
Speak On Sunday

Masses At St. Leo's
To Be Held
Today And Sunday

Donald Dowdy will be
speaker at the 11 a.m. worship
service on Sunday, March 25,
at the MartinVni' apel United
Methodist Churifi. Dowdy
from the Independence
Church will be introduced by
Eunice Henry, church lay
,
leader.
The morning song service
will be conducted by Ralph
Robertson with Ricky Cunningham as pianist.
Sunday School with Pat
Robertson as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.

• I

.;

Jerry Ainley, Jerry Bolls.
Kelly Crouse. Larry Evans.
Joe Thornton, Randx-Wrigh,
Stan Simmons,John C. Steele,
Greg Garland, Keith Boyle,
Jack Rose, James 0. Lamb,
Ronnie Sills, Jim Ragsdale,
Noah Wheatley, Jerry Fulton,
and Lenith Rogers will assist
in the services.
Teen nursery helper will be
Kay Farley and special class
helper will be Eddie Rogers.
Bob Miller and Gary Rowland
will serve on the Extension
Department.
Bible study will be held at
9:45 a.m.Sunday.

Regular Services
To Be Held At
Grace Baptist

Donald Dowdy To
Be Speaker At
Martin's Chapel

Brown Wins Split Decision
On New Revenue Proposals

ow 1 + rates do not apply to person-to-person, coin, hotel guest,
credit card
or collect calls, calls charged to another number. or Alls to Alaska or
Hawaii
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